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New Library
Named for
Van Wylens
of

The Hope College Board
Trustees announced at its

meeting that the new
be named in
honor of President Gordon
and Margaret Van Wylen.
Construction on the new
Gordon . and Margaret D

fall

library will

J

.

Van Wylen Library

will

begin next spring.
See Story on Page 2

Leaves Rich Legacy

ALSO INSIDE

President Irwin J. Lubbers Dies At Age 89

Summit Low-down
Enlightening facts surrounding

Irwin Jacob Lubbers, the seventh
president of

Hope

College, died Sept.

the

November talks

Grand Rapids , Mich , at the age
of 89 followinga long illness.
8 ,

in

Page 8

.

“Many

of the strengths Hope

College enjoys today can be traced
directly to the vision and leadership of
Irwin Lubbers,” said Hope College
President Gordon Van Wylen. “This is
clearlyevident in the many outstanding
campus facilitiesthat were built during
Dr. Lubbers’ presidency. Of even
greater significance however, was the
fact that Dr. Lubbers brought Hope
into the mainstream of higher education
in this country. Hope College owes
much to Dr. Lubbers and is deeply
grateful for the rich legacy he has left

Baseball Beat
Alumnus sportswriter Vem Plagenhoef
on-the-go in pro baseball

Page 13

Finally,

Student station WTHS goes on-the-air

Page 9

No Bridges Burned
gifts for

noble purposes,”stated Dr.

sustained by a vision and working

to the college.”
A memorial scholarship fund has

of dreaming about better and nobler

toward goals that were worthy. Irwin’s
vision, forhimselfandhis college, was

been established in Dr. Lubbers’ name.

things, about a better campus, about

deeply rooted in the Christian faith, the

stronger academic programs, about

love to serve

Tributes were given to Dr. Lubbers

memorial service held Sept. 5 in
Dimnent Chapel. As a student, teacher,
administrator,and trustee, he spent 50
years of his life involved in the
activities of Hope. In these roles, he

at a

1

established a variety of relationships

which
him

with friends and colleagues, of
four

men

paid their tribute to

during the service.
“Irwin Lubbers was a man endowed
with many great gifts and he used these

FM!

Van Wylen. “He had

a gift of vision,

God and

his fellow

was
Hope

enhancing the reputation of the Col-

creatures.His task, he recognized,

lege.”
Dr. John Hollenbach, professor

come

emeritusof English, who knew Dr.
Lubbers for the entirety of his presidency and retirement, called him “a
modest man and a realist.”
"He recognizedthat a college is a
complex community.Purposes could
be fulfilled only when all the members
of the community performed their best,

closer to

A Function
'

The Campaign

community of
becoming what they

to help all in the

Huisken travels to Japan
Page 10-11

Registrar Jon

for Construction
for

Hope

hosts an event

like no other

Page 6

could be.”

“No

one’s personal values reflected

more fully the institutionalvalues ofthe College,” said his son, Arend Don
Lubbers,the president of Grand Valley
State Colleges. "Out of this understandcontinued on page 5

Describe the Pull?
A freshman

puller has fresh insight,

fresh experiences

Page 20

CAMPUS NOTES
At their

fall

meeting, the Board of

name the
Gordon and Margaret Van

Trustees agreed to appropriately

new

library for

Wylen

in recognition of their leadership and

dedication to Hope.

“Remember

his dramatic flare, his

love of coincidence,how expansive he
could become, his use of words and the
personality that accompanied them
which were part of his essence, his
charm, his success.”
— Arend Don Lubbers,
memorial service tribute to
his father, Irwin J. Lubbers.

• • •

•

“Hope

has maintained its distinctiveness

Van Wylens,” stated
Board Chairman Victor Eimicke. “They

the leadership of the
arrived here

sizes based on the percentages of their

all

graduateswho earn Ph.D.’s, shows the
small liberalarts college doing particularly well.
Fuller was interestedin comparing the

GLCA

institutions(of which

member) as

Hope

is a

a group with other groups

of institutionssuch as the Ivy League.

She found that those 12 colleges of the

GLCA

have almost nine percent of their

at a

pivotal point in the College’s

history.We acknowledge the tireless efforts
in their professional

and personal lives on

behalf of the College.”
President Van Wylen will be retiring after
the 1986-87 school year.

The new
A new study, conducted by Dr. Carol
Fuller for the Great Lakes College
Association (GLCA) allowing comparisons among colleges and universitiesof

of

as a Christian liberal arts college because

library will be located on the

west

Avenue
Graves Place. The

side of the campus, along College

between Tenth Street and
project has been estimatedto cost $8.5
million.

The available space

in the

new

library will

be 92,000 square feet, capable of housing

300,000 volumes, seating 700 persons and
equipped for modem library technology.
Van Zoeren will be renovated to house
academic departments and the College’s
growing archival collection.
The new library has been designed by the
Boston architecturalfirm of Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson, and Abbott.

graduatesgoing on to earn a Ph.D.
during the 30 year period covered by the
study
the

(

1

95

1

-

1

980) The
.

performance of

GLCA

the eight Ivy

exceeded

League

universities by a full percentagepoint.

The productivity ratio was computed
by dividing the average number of
Ph.D.’s produced per year by the
average number of bachelor’s degrees
conferred per year.

• • •
According to an

•

article in a recent

issue of The Chronicle of

Higher

Enrollment for the 1985-86 school year
at Hope College declined slightly from a year
ago, according to Registrar Jon Huisken.
The headcount is 2,522 this year. Last year
the Hope student body totaled2,550. College
officials had projected in August that enrollment would decline slightly from the previous
year but noted that the admissions goal of
590 incoming freshmen was met.
The number of students attending college

number
Hope from other
universitiesis 79. There are 49

for the first time totals 592 while the

of students transferring to
colleges and

Education,The CarnegieFoundation for
the Advancementof Teaching has found
that “liberal arts students differ sharply

students studying in off-campus programs.

from those at other colleges and univer-

in parentheses, is: freshmen 689 (720),

sities in their views of

educational
markedly
different campus lives and interactions
with faculty members.”
“A random sampling of 5 ,000 undergraduatesshowed that liberalarts
students have a stronger sense of
community and feel less like “numbers
in books” than other colleges and
priorities, and they experience

The enrollmentby class, with

last year’s

sophomores 629 (594), juniors 444 (637),
seniors 527 (393) and special students 233
(206).

Grateful Glance: PresidentGordon

Van Wylen watches as

is the first time in Hope’s history that a building has been named for
and his wife while they are still serving the College.

decision

The student body

men and

1

,400

is

comprised of 1,122
from 36 states and

women

28 foreign countries.
Michigan has the largest student representation with 1,936, followed by Illnois 156,
and New York 96.

A Task Force has been appointed by the
Hope College Board of Trustees to determine
ways in which the College can use its
educational resources to address the issue of
South Africa.
The Board of Trustees at its May meeting,
in response to a request from the College’s
Student Congress,took several actions on the
issue of South Africa, including appointment
of the Task Force which has been charged
with seeking ways to build bridges of
communication with various elements within
South African society, including churches
and educational institutions.
The Task Force membershipwas determined by the Executive Committee of the

Volume

and receive more personalized educa-

Design: Holland Lithograph Service,Inc.

tion,” the survey found.

Illustrator: Dick Blondin

students felt their colleges have a clear
sense of educationalmission,while 73
percent of non-liberal arts students held

Seventy percent of the liberal
well-roundedgeneral
educationwas essential while only 58

that view.

arts students said a

percent of the others agreed.

TWO

president

Board of Trustees. Representingthe Board
of Trustees will be Marian Hughes of
Albany, N.Y., Carl Ver Beek of Grand
Rapids, Mich, and Carol Wagner of Oak

Lawn,

111. Faculty representatives will

include Dr. Kodjopa Attoh, chairperson of
the geology department;Dr. Elton Bruins,

dean for the arts and humanitiesand Evert
J. and Hattie E. Blekkink Professor of
Religion; and Dr. Neal Sobania, director of
internationaleducationand assistantprofessor of history. Student body representatives
will include Beth French, a junior from South
Haven, Mich.; Gilbert (Whitney) Leigh, a
junior from Chicago, 111.; and Dirk Weeldreyer, a senior from Mattawan, Mich. Ver
Beek will serve as chairman of the task force.
Hope College President Gordon J. Van

Wylen

serves as an ex-officio member.

The Task Force will be given latitude to
extend its concerns to other countries where
there are issues comparable to those in South

17, No. 2; October 1985

also more satisfied with their professors

Eighty-five percent of liberalarts

the

Africa.
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expected the Task Force will submit

report at the January ,1986 meeting of the

Board of Trustees.
“We are all aware of the dramaticand
tragic events that are taking place in South
Africa,” said President Van Wylen. “This
makes the challenge of using our educational
resources to address this grievous problem
more urgent and more challenging than ever.
I sincerely hope that something very definite,
very constructive, and very significantcan
come from the work of the Task Force.”

Hope College has been awarded a grant
by the NationalEndowment for the
Humanities (NEH) to support “Paired
Courses to IntegrateDiscipline.”
The $71,000 grant will help support this
new concept in interdisciplinarystudies,
which will be implemented in the spring of
1986. The program takes required courses of
relatedsubject matter and structuresthem in
pairs to reinforce one another during the

same

semester, according to Provost Jacob E.

Nyenhuis.
Last year, a grant from the Exxon Educa-

Foundationprovided the development of
Courses concept. The NEH grant
will be used mainly for its implementation.
tion

the Paired
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Their paper, “U.S. Foreign Policy Moods,

will fund facultysalaries and visiting schol-

Change in

ars, and support two three-weekworkshops

InstitutionalChange, and

for faculty members during the

InternationalEconomic System,” was part of

summers of

the

an internationalrelations panel on “Cycles
986 and 1987. The workshops will serve as
of Domination:Hierarchy, Dependence, and
a vehicle for faculty members to become
more familiar with their colleagues work in the Basic Rhythms of PoliticalChange.”
The purpose of the panel was to explore
other departments.
1

Frank L. Klingberg’sintrovert/extrovert
foreign policy mood and Arthur Schlesinger’s
inclusion in the fourth edition of Peterson's
liberal/conservativedomestic political
CompetitiveColleges, just publishedby
cycles.
Peterson’s Guides. This is the second year
The paper is the fifth in a series which
in-a-row Hope has been selected by Peterbuilds on American foreign policy mood
son’s.
research by Holmes and Elder’s background
This new edition of Peterson’ s Competitive
in research methodology.
Colleges presents comparative data on 3 6
A book by Hope College English professor
colleges that consistently have more underPeter Schakel has been awarded the Scholgraduate applicants with above-average
arship Award for 1984 by the Mythopoeic
capabilitiesthan they can accept. This group
Society of America.
of colleges represents less than 0 percent of
The book. Reason and Imaginationin C.S.
all American institutions of higher education
Lewis: A Study of "Till We Have Faces, "
A paper by Hope College political science (Eerdmans) was praised by the Society’s
journal because of its “acute analyses” and
professors Robert E. Elder Jr. and Jack E.
Holmes was presented at the annual meeting “revolutionary interpretations”of works by
of the American Political Science Association Lewis and called it “the definitivework on
Till We Have Faces."
in New Orleans.

Hope College has been

selected for

1

1

.

Homecoming

Oz: This year’s Homecoming featureda newly-reorganized
parade and the
theme of "There’s No Place Like Hope." Members of the Court were escortedto the
game via parade route. Susan Bosch, second from the left, was crowned as queen and
Blaine

Newhouse ruled

as king.

Schakel is Peter C. and Emajean Cook
Professor of English and chairman of the
English department and has publishedtwo
other books on C.S. Lewis.
Publication of the book The Organists'

Manual by Roger E. Davis, professor of

firsts (good and not-so-good): Todd Stewart (36) rushes the football during Hope’s
Homecoming defeat against Adrian, 21-14. It was the Dutchmen s first Homecoming loss
in 20 years and first home defeat since 1981. The game was televised on a local station,
making it the first NCAA III game in Michigan seen live on the tube.

Many

music at Hope College, has been announced
by W.W. Norton & Co. in New York.
The book holds an internationalcopyright
by W.W. Norton and Co. and is being
publishedby Stoddart in Canada and is
pending publication in London by Faber
Music or Norton Limited.
The book provides technical studies for the
manuals and pedals, together with information on interpretationand technique. It is
meant for the beginning organist but is also
for those experienced organists who wish to
review organ technique. The book also
includes a collection of well-known organ
compositions for study and performance.

Dr. Peter

Schakel

Roger Davis

Besides writing the contents of the book,
Prof. Davis also did all the graphics in this
Five year project which was partially

funded
by Hope College summer faculty development grants including the Marjorie Den Uyl
award which is presented annuallyto a
member of the music faculty to enable the
recipient to enrich his or her performance
and/or teaching ability.

Knowing

the Value of

Students and professors were challenged
to evaluate their ideals of learning as

Hope

College opened its 124th academic year
with fall convocationon August 27.
“Learning itself is a value,” stated
Wilbert J. McKeachie in his keynote
address in the Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
McKeachie is a distinguished professor of
psychology at the Center For Research on
Learningand Teaching at the University of
Michigan. He has served as the president
of the American Psychological Association
and the American Association of Higher
Education.
Hope College President Gordon Van

Wylen knew McKeachie,also a

research

of
Michigan and described his former colleague as “a gifted and dedicated teacher
who models the ideal faculty member.”
scientist, from his days at the University

“We

are

bom

as learning creatures.

We

are constantly learning throughoutour

we

Simply entitlinghis address, “Learning
and Teaching,” McKeachie said he found
a variety of students who view learning in
totallydifferent ways. There are those, he
noted, who rely on learning solely through
the professor, those who suggest the need
for a teacher’s help and having self-discip-

and still those who leam totally
through and in themselves.
“All too many teachers and students view
learning as essentiallymemorizing and
reading and re-reading,” continued

line,

“Most

of our learning really is

meaning-

“We know
which we can

relate things to previousknowledge and

Meaning comes

need to appreciate things from literature to

of learning which is likely to be retained

mathematicsand science and we need
leam how to live in accordance with our

highest values.”

number one concern for students is finding
a good job and making a good living. To
McKeachie, these are all laudable goals but
there should be something more implied
than just getting a good vocational education.

learning when we’ve made
it

it

our own and

for ourselves. That is the

kind

and retrieved when we need it."
Over the past ten years though,
McKeachie cited a change in trends in what
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.

of truth

I

hope you learn to achieve here at

Hope College,” McKeachie concluded.

into our

tion of the bicentennial celebration of the

Board of Regents and the University of the
State of New York . Hughes is the coordinator
of Human Relations for the City School
Districtfor Albany, New York.

others.Today, found in recent studies,the

the universe and other people. It’s that kind

forgotten.

constructed

to

finding a philosophy of life and helping

that there is some degree to

provided and created where learning
becomes meaningfulrather than something
that is just memorized and then soon

need to learn not only what we need to
know but also what we want to know . We
art to

early 70s, students were concerned with

ful learning,” McKeachiesaid.

McKeachie.
He explainedthat conditions should be

experience.

We

students want to get out of college. In the

“Learning values, the relationship and
conflict between values and action, these
are things you need to develop and a
well-roundedliberal arts educationwill
help you achieve that,” McKeachie said.
“Jesus said, T am the truth and the truth
shall make you free ’ T ruth is not something
out there that professors know and tell you.
Truth is embodied in persons - in lives that
express truth in personal, relationshipswith

eat and breathe and sleep.

lives, just as

Learning

Board of Trustees member Marian I.
Hughes has complied a book in commemora-

Honorary degrees of doctor of letters
were conferred upon McKeachie and
Norbert J. Hruby, president of Aquinas
College,during the ceremony.

Letters
My late mother, Margaret Otte ’29, would
have been 80 years old this year had she
lived. As she died the day I was bom, I never
had an opportunity to know her, leaving a
void in my life which increases each year.
I have been interested in preparing a
memorial for her in the form of rememberences of her by those who would have known
her during her Hope College days.
I would appreciate it very much if any of
you might care to write something you
remember about her during those years , and
would also appreciate any photos or other
Hope memoriabilia(such as programs,etc.)
you could spare.
My intentionis to compile an album, then
present the original to the

Hope

archives.

Phil DeVelder '63

71 Union
Millis, Mass.

St.

02054

THREE

EVENTS
ADMISSIONS
Days

Visitation

For prospective

Hope

students, including transfers,high

school juniors and seniors. Visitationsare intended to

show

students and their parents a typical day in the life of a

Hope

student.

Ample

opportunities to meet students,

faculty and staff. Contact Pam Te Winkle in the

Admis-

sions Office for details.
Friday,

Nov.

1, 1985

Friday, Nov. 8, 1984
Friday, Nov. 22, 1985
Friday, Jan. 17, 1986

1986

Friday, Feb. 7, 1986
Friday,

March

Friday, April

1

7,
1

,

,

1986

Football Youth Day - Nov. 2
Reformed Church senior high youth groups are invited to
take a closer look at Hope and attend a football game.
Contact Pam Te Winkle in the Admissions Office for
details.

Jersey Plane Trip — Nov. 7-9
An opportunity to visit Hope College. $ 35 includes round
trip air/busfare from Newark to Holland, housing with a
current Hope sJudent, meals, activity pass and entertainment. Contact Ken Neevel in the Admissions Office for

New

1

details.

Chicago/Detroit Area Bus Trips — Feb. 6-8
Chicago and Detroit area high school seniors and juniors
will have an opportunityto visit campus and experience
college life. $30 includes round trip transportation,
housing with a current Hope student, meals, activity pass
and entertainment. Contact Kim Lubbers or Bill Bryson
in the Admissions Office for details.
Bus Trip — March 6-8
Bus leaves Wednesday, March 6 from Wappingers Falls,
N.Y. and picks up riders along the New York THruway.
Students attend classes,academic seminars and stay with
current Hope students. Fee of $99 covers transportation,
food, lodging and entertainment. Fordetails contact John
Hensler in the Admissions Office.

New York

Holland Area Program

—

April 11
This special program is geared particularlyfor Holland
area students who have applied for admission at Hope.
The program will give students the opportunityto learn
more about “the college in their own backyard.”
Junior Day — April 18
A day designed specifically for high school juniors and
their parents to help them begin the college search process.
Contact Kim Lubbers or Pam Te Winkle in the Admissions
Office for details.

—

Art Day

Hope College Christmas Vespers will be presented on Dec.
Nov.

18,

Collegium Musicum Concert; Dimnent Chapel,

in the

3110 Vespers — Ticket information call office of college
relations— 6 6-392-5
1 ext . 2030

*HOPE COLLEGE GREAT PERFORMANCE SERIES:
616-394-6996
Great Performance Series — adults $7

,

senior citizens$6

,

students $3.

College Relations Office, DeWitt Center, 2nd floor.
Tickets at the door upon availability.
**HOPE THEATRE DEPARTMENT: 616-392-1449
Adults $5, senior citizens $4, Students $3.
Tickets available two weeks prior to performance.Ticket
office located in DeWitt Center foyer; hours, 10 a.m.-5

1

1

1

EXHIBITIONS
Print Invitational in the gallery of the DePree Art Center
until

November 24. A

form by 12

artists

collectionof works done
from around the country.

in

plate/ink

Student Exhibitionin the galleryof the DePree Art Center
from Nov. 27 to Jan. 12. A campus-wide invitationalof
student works.

Monday through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 9
p.m., Sunday 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. Gallery talks may be
scheduled by calling 392-5111, ext. 3170. Admission is
Gallery hours:

free.

CALENDAR

1985-86

Semester
Nov. 1-3, Fri.-Sun.,

Fall

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Parents’

Weekend

28, Thursday, Thanksgiving Recess Begins,
2,
6,

Monday, Thanksgiving Recess Ends,
Friday, Last Day of Classes

8

a.m.

8 a.m.

9-13, Mon.-Fri.,Semester Examinations

SPECIAL

EVENTS

For High School Students
Science Day, Thursday, Oct. 31

Model United Nations,March 13-14
Biology Seminars, Fridays, 2:30 p.m., Peale 050
Seminars on a variety of topics are presentedby visiting
professionals.Fordetails, contact the Biology Department,
(616), 392-5 H
, ext. 3212.

to meet faculty and students

and

1

details.

Pre-Medicine and Pre-Engineering Day

— May

Chemistry Department Seminars, Friday afternoons

8

Special activitiesfor high school juniors interested in

becoming medical doctors

Research seminars by academic and industrialscientists.
For details,contact the Chemistry Department, (616)
392-5111, ext. 3213.

or engineers.

Explorientation ’86 - July 27 - August 2
A “mini-college”experiencefor students who will be
juniors and seniors in high school for the fall of 986 . For
more information, contact Bob Van Wyngarden in the
Admissions Office.

Mathematics Department Seminars, normally Tuesdays, 3 p.m. Vander Werf Hall
Research reports and advanced topic presentations by
visiting scientists, faculty and students. Fordetails, contact
the Department of Mathematics, (616) 392-51 11, ext.
3001.

1

(616) 392-5111, ext.

2200

THE ARTS

TRADITIONAL EVENTS

*Oct. 31 & Nov. I, National Theatre of the Deaf: Great
Performance Series; DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
Nov. 1, Hope College OrchestraConcert; Dimnent
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Nov. 7, Guest Recital: Deborah Lawson, Soprano;
Wichers Aud., 8 p.m.
Nov. 14, Guest Performance: Sharon Lowen, Dances of
India; Studio Theatre,DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
Nov. 17, Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Wichers Aud.
4 p.m.

Parents’

,

FOUR

ext.

SCIENCES

Admissions Office for

AdmissionsOffice:

p.m. daily except Sunday.

***HOPE MUSIC DEPARTMENT: 616-392-5111

tour the DePree Art Center and Gallery. Contact Kim

Lubbers

8.

Nov. 21, Student Recital; Dimnent Chapel, 7 p.m.
**Nov. 22, Grand Rapids Symphony and Symphonic
Choir with Guest Conductor Richard Hay man: Some
Enchanted Evening; Great Performance Series, Dimnent
Chapel 8 p.m.
Nov. 25, Hope College Jazz Ensetnble Concert:DeWitt
Kletz, 8 p.m.
**Dec. 3-7, Hope Theatre presents The Shadow Box: Main
Theatre, DeWitt Center', 8 p.m.
Dec. 5, Hope College Wind Ensemble Concert: Dimnent
Chapel, 8 p.m.
***Dec. 7, Christmas Vespers: Dimnept Chapel, 8 p.m.
***Dec. 8, Christmas Vespers: Dimnent Chapel 2 p.m.,
4:30 p.m. & 8 p.m.

April 23

A chance

&

8 p.m.

Special activities for high school students interestedin art
as a career.

7

Weekend, Nov.

1-2

Nykerk Cup, Nov. 2
Christmas Vespers, Dec. 7-8

HUMANITIES
Under the direction of Richard Hayden, the Grand Rapids
Symphony and Symphonic Choir will present "Some Enchanted
Evening," a concert featuring the music of Rogers and Hammerstein on Nov. 22 for the Great Performance Series.

Colloquium, Nov. 21, 3:15 p.m., location to be announced, Studentspresent their research papers
Colloquium, Jan. 29, 3:15 p.m., Lubbers Loft, Sanford
Schwartz,visiting associateprofessor of English, “Reshaping Literary Theory: The Old New Criticism and the New”
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Tributes to the Life and Times of Irwin Lubbers
Whenever Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers comes to
mind a warm glow of good feeling and a
chuckle grips me, and buoys my spirits.
My first encounterwith Dr. Lubbers was
as a student in his English class. As a
freshman who had traveled from “distant”
Zeeland, I matriculated at Hope College.
Professor Lubbers knew that our bravado was
a skimpy shield for our timidity. Not only
were we drilled in grammar, but he wisely
recognizedour lack of self-confidence and
determined that quality (confidence) should
be instilled in all of us. While developing
our sense of confidencehe subtly stressed
our self-esteem, emphasizingthat we would
each have our own niche to fill during our
lifetime and we must do it with integrity.
Dr. Lubbers possesseda number of
qualities which made his career so unique.
One knew that his unwavering faith in God
was the source of his calm spirit enabling
him to face personal and professional
challenges without complaint during his
lifetime. His love for people was boundless.
He would not give up on you. This love and
endless tolerance on many occasions

better next time. These were qualitieshe

One

that

better teacher and

I

have appreciated

it

life

relationshipsas well as

Hope College was

Irwin Lubbers saw a need for the

James Ver Meulen,
Honorary Board of
Trustee

member

As one who worked with Irwin Lubbers
during his whole 18 years as Hope’s president, both as teacher and administrator, I

amazed and

was

invigorated by the

and personal qualitiesthat he demonstratedin facing these myriad tasks.
After all„ he had been honing his powers
of oral communication from the time of high
school and college. After all, he had done
his doctoral dissertationon college adminisskill

the

August tration in the liberal arts college. After all,
he had had time to test out his conclusions
during his baptism of fire as president of
Central College,bringing that institution
'» “”7through a rugged struggle for survival and
and a pride to their Alma
place at the right time.’ Dr. Lubbers was
growth in the period of the Great Depression
The legacy of President Irwin J. Lubbers exactiy that for Hope College,
What continuedto amaze me were the
will always inspire the Hope College family
jt was my privilege to have worked with
personal
attributesthat were his great
Irwin J . Lubbers, a Christian leader, is a man hjm on numerous projectsover many years.
I admire greatlyfor the serenityof his spirit, He coujd size up a situation, think it through,
strengths.
In the corridor of the campus building that
for his solid dedication to the moral principlesimagine solutions and organizeto move
bears his and Margaret’sname is a painting
of higher education, for all-embracing- toward the objective,
showing the presidentialcouple engaged in
tolerance,and for a deep love of his
When some of us were given respona game of chess. On Irwin’s face is a look
students and
sibilitiesfor the Build Hope Campaign in the
of concentration and determination, but his
- Willard C. Wichers, 1970’s, the College had no president. One
eyes are sparkling. The painting is revealing
Honorary Board of stipulationwe made was that Dr. Lubbers be
Trustees member ^ active member of the campaign cabinet. and symbolic. Irwin loved games. He entered
them with zest. He was a tough competitor.
Irwin Lubbers was a man of extraordinaryWe wanted his counselingat our side. He
He relished winning, but accepted defeat
talents and accomplishments.We often hear agreed to help, and because of the respect
with
poise, examining what he had done or
the expression, ’the right man in the right which was his from all areas of the College s

Voorta* Hall

„as ,here tlull

^

Mater.

w

,heir

John Hollenbach,

Professor Emeritus
of English

of Irwin’s lifetime

-

rs

a great game, full of
-

all

standards.

repeatedly

to his

chess or bridge.

challenges, to be played with joy.

these years.

A good example

to

Life was a grand game. Being president of

English should really be taught until I

had two years under Dr. Lubbers. I had to
work hard to get good grades but I never had
a

to

brought to his presidentialtasks and

of the students in his classes in the

1920’s recently said to me, T never knew

how

^
who
out

do

not done to find the lesson on

involvement was an important factor in
successful fund-raising effort.

reached

ont to hopelessly morassed snrdents
were dtscouragedand about to drop

how

constituencies throughoutthe country, his

in

wmance

-

.

Hope

College alumni that no other president before

him recognized.Dr. Lubbers knew that
alumni held warm feelings for their alma
mater. Now we just had to harness that
affection.As the first alumni directorit was
my job, under the leadership of Dr. Lubbers,
to supply our alumni with the information
they needed and wanted to hear.
In 957 , when the Chicago T ribune rated
Hope as one of the ten best co-educational
liberal arts colleges in the nation, Dr.
Lubbers was the proudest man at the College.
He had called me that Sunday afternoon to
tell me what he had seen in the paper. His
voice was full of excitementbut also had
some tones of surprise.Surprise, not because
he thought Hope wasn’t worthy, but because
he had no idea this was going to happen. It
wasn’t something he had solicited.Making
Hope one of the best was just part of his job,
1

.

_

family.
friends.

he said.
He was always well-spokenand brilliant,
yet in a soft way. That is not to say Dr.
Lubbers couldn’t get fired up when the
condition

demanded some

extra fervor.

Dr. Lubbers once said, “Hope isn’t just a
place, it’s an ideal. Once you get caught with
it, you can’t get out. It will change your
whole life.” How true! As a Hope College
teacher, president,and most of all, alumnus,
he was well aware of the meaning of Hope.
- Marian Stryker,
Former Alumni Director

’

come.

“Lubbers Era”,
Hope progressedremarkably in enrollment,
campus construction, and church and community involvement.
Dr. Lubbers’ presidencystarted at an
exciting time; the end of World War II had

Lubbers Leaves
Rich Legacy
continued from page 1
ing and fortuitiousblend of individual

In the

1

8 years of the

created a swell

in

enrollment and signaled a

new interestin college education.
He found that facilities and staff were
immediate

personality and institutionalidentity came
the leader and the leadership of the

post-war period. The results, the accomplish- inadequate and so “rimes of crisis are also
ments of so many , was a college that emerged times of opportunity”became his watchwith

its

values and purpose intact, as one of

words. In the

first

two years, he doubled his

America, teaching staff and built a whole new administration.
a college better than it had ever been.”
Enrollment during the first three years of
“Irwin Lubbers, husband, father, college
professor and administrator,was always and Dr. Lubbers’tenure increased three-fold.In
the first-rate liberal arts colleges in

everywhere, for all of us, regardless of the
brevity of the time, a teacher,” said Dr.
Roger Schoup, pastor of the Central Reformed Church in Grand Rapids, Lubbers’
home church. “From his example he taught.
What did he teach? A message of conviction.
In a world of accomodation, Irwin Lubbers
would come to understandwhat was right
and pursue that vision. But always with a
special diplomacy, even with a fresh sense
of humor. . . .What did he teach? He taught
us how to listen. He took the words we spoke
and gave them direction and impact for us.
He had the awefullystubborn habit of
continually emphasizing the positive.”
Dr. Lubbers served as the president of
Hope College from 945- 963 , changing the
role and atmosphereof Hope for decades to
1

1

the fall of 1945, 401 students were enrolled.

By the 1947-48 school year enrollment

numbered more than

1

,200.

By

the time he

retiredthe student body totaled 1,534.

There were many major changes in
physical facilities during his presidency
including the construction of two new
academic buildings, the Nykerk Hall of
Music and the Van Zoeren Library.
Besides changing the physical environment of Hope, Lubbers was also concerned
with the College’sspiritual and community
needs. He strengthened Hope’s ties with the
Reformed Church in America and he and his
wife, Margaret, helped in the success of the

Women’s League

for

Hope College.It was

during this time that the Village Square was
inaugurated by the
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Women's League. The

now-annual event not only provided substantial funds for student residence halls needs,
but also promoted goodwill between the
college and congregations.
Dr. Lubbers’ top priority though, was
students.Throughout his presidency he held
an “open door policy” and started presidential
luncheons where students could communi-

Columbia in 1927. He received his Ph.D.
from Northwestern University in 1931.
Dr. Lubbers served in the U.S. Air Force in
1918, after which he became a lecturerin
English at Voorhees College, Vellore, India,

from 1919 to 1922. He returned to Hope
1923 where he was an English instructor
1929.

From 1929

cate their needs and opinions to the president.

To enhance its academic vitality and to
broaden its interaction with other quality
colleges, Hope joined the Great Lakes
College Association(GLCA) in 1960. The
Vienna Summer School, summer science
institutes, and foreign language laboratories
were also institutedduring his tenure.
Upon his retirement, Dr. Lubbers was
named president of the Iowa Associationof
Private Colleges and Universities.
Even after his retirement, Dr. Lubbers
remained deeply involved in Hope’s advancement. He served as an honorary member of
the College’sBoard of Trustees and was
active in several of Hope’s fund raising
endeavors. In 1974 the College’s humanities
and social science building was named in Dr.
Lubbers’ honor.
Bom in 1895 in Cedar Grove, Wisconsin,
Dr. Lubbers’ early educationcame from
Wisconsin Memorial Academy, graduating
in 1913. After receiving an A. B. degree from
Hope College in 9 7 , he attended Western
Theological Seminary and Columbia University , completinga master of arts degree from
1

1

in
until

in

to 1930, he was an instructor
educationat Northwestern University,

before taking a post as assistantto the
president and instructorof psychology and

educationat Carroll College.
He was named president of Central
College in Pella, Iowa, Hope’s “sister
college”, in 1934 and returned for his third
and longest association with Hope as president in 1945.
In addition to honorary degrees from
Central College,Hope and Rutgers University, Dr.

Lubbers also received decoration

from the Netherlands government as Officer
in the Order of Orange Nassau in 947 , and
was honored with a Freedom Foundation
1

Award

in 1953.

He served as vice-presidentof the National
Council of Churches from 1960-63; and was
president of the North Central Association of
Collegesand Secondary Schools in 1962.
Surviving are his wife, Margaret Van
DonselaarLubbers; sons Irwin Lubbers, Jr.
and Arend Don Lubbers; a brother, Melvin;
eight grandchildren and two great grandchildren.

FIVE

^Construction Function” Campaign Hit

Lunch pails and china: Under yellow-striped tents in the DePree parking lot, dinner was served straight out of the box, onto the plate.

A touch of

class in a lunch bucket and painter’s cap. That is what the West Michigan

kickoff, “ConstructionFunction,”appeared to be on Sept. 19. With approximately280
volunteers and administration filling the DePree Center parking lot, The

Hope was brought into its second phase

Campaign for

with an event done like no other.

Because of several construction sites appearing all over campus, (new Maas Center
additionto Phelps, Peale greenhouses and storage, the upcoming library), the West
Michigan event, encompassing Campaign volunteers from Holland,Grand Rapids, Grand
Haven, Muskegon, and South Haven, was a tribute to the continual effort to make Hope’s

campus outstanding.
The attendants were served from-a black lunch pail and their equipment for the night
a Hope painter’s cap, to get them in that building spirit. The food service people
even joined in by wearing hard hats and lumber aprons. The Hope Jazz Ensemble provided
the music for dining pleasure.
“This is absolutely great,” exclaimed volunteerDale Wyngarden ’64, Holland City
Engineer. “This is so different from your usual sit-down, talk-a-little dinner.”
After the meal, the gathering moved to the DeWitt Center Theatre for the first screening
of Hope’s new multi-media show, “People of Hope.”
Pulling his speech from a lunch pail before the presentation (“food for thought" he
claimed) President Van Wylen reiteratedhow remarkable the response from volunteers
and donors has been.
“This reminds us that the sense of ownership at Hope is one of the greatest assets we
have.”

was

Hot from the styrofoam: The food remained warm and neat before being
served.

President Van Wylen could have easily passed
for a constructionworker — except for the tie.

Ekdal Buys

SIX

(left) and

Jay Weener

split

opinions on the hat-wearing.
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A “Wunder”-ful Gift
Dr. Richard P. Wunder, art historian and museum administrator, had never heard of
Hope College when he was deciding upon the disposition of his extensive library. But
Hope graduate, John Dryfhout ’64, curator of the Saint-GaudensMuseum in Windsor,
Vermont and an old-time friend of Dr. Wunder, was well aware of the College’sneed
to expand its holdingsin art, architecture and history with the construction of a new
library,then in the planningstage.
“I had been back to Hope last year and heard about the

new library,”says Dryfhout.
Van Zoeren and found it to be,a little
areas. And knowing the extent of Richard’scollection, I

“I was looking into the art history collection in

weak compared to some other
saw how it could be a great educational tool for the College.”
Dryfhout then urged Dr. Wunder to give first consideration to Hope, despite the fact
that other institutions had also approached him for the gift of his library. Hope won out,
and the result is “without a doubt the most significantgift of books added to the College
library since Nathan Graves’ gift in 1891,” says Director of Libraries David Jensen.
“With this one gift,” adds Jensen, “Hope has the best research collectionof art history
in all of West Michigan. Michigan State would have the closest equivalent collection.
This is not just a bunch of best sellers.”
Dr. Wunder had moved from his spacious historic house in Vermont to an apartment
in New York City, where the housing of 30,000 volumes was out of the question. Thus,
for five years much of his library was stored in Vermont, although he had already moved
a small portion to

New

Campaign

York when Dryfhout contacted

him.

conlime(jon a e 13

Director of Libraries David Jensen inspects

one of the over 300 boxes of books from
the Wunder collection which were transported from Vermont to Holland. All of the
books should be on the shelves later in the
1985-86 school year.

Profile

Fresh and Bright:

What

It

Takes

Like the lakefront atmosphere that permeates around her, Betty Miller offers
freshness and vitality to The Campaign for
Hope as chairperson for the National Alumni
Division. A well-spokenand friendly leader,
she adds balance and “a lot of enthusiasmto
a cause that is so worthy of my time and
thoughts.”
A native west Michigander, Miller is a
sailor at heart. Settled in an old New England
style home overlookingLake Macatawa in

$4 million

Holland, she reveals the type of compatibility

-

that makes her blend so well with the

environment— bright, refreshing,eloquent.
The College is asking Hope’s 16,000
alums to contribute $4.5 million toward the
$26 million Campaign goal and it is Miller’s
job to oversee that effort.
Prior to accepting her chairperson role, she
also served on the Planning and Evaluation
Committee and the Steering Committee in
the early stages of the Campaign. Miller has
been involvedwith the endeavor ever since
the Development Office put a group of
volunteers together to help think the

$2 million

CAMPAIGN

WATCH

Cam-

paign through.
She is also a brand-new Board of Trustee
member, elected this past spring, and has
worked several years with The Women’s
League for Hope.
But when she was approached to participate as headship for the alumni, she was both
flatteredand willing but a littlesurprised.
"I’m not sure why Max (Boersma, Campaign Co-Chairperson)asked me to be
alumni chairperson,” says Miller. “I suppose
it had something to do with the fact that we’re
an alumni family and are in the area. But I
let Max know 1 was eager to take part."
As a Hope family, Betty is a graduate of
the class of ’53, her husband Jack, president
of Howard Miller Co. , graduated in ’54, and
children Sue, Buzz, and Margaret, graduated
in ’81, ’84, and ’86 respectively.
"We’ve all found a different quality of life
that is offered at Hope,” says Miller. “It has
such a wonderful academic reputation; it
instillsa good value system; and it gives each
person room to grow. It’s simply a unique
place. There’s no challenging that.”
Confident of reachingthe goals the

Campaign Goal: $26 million
Raised to date: $20 million

The Campaign
Campaign aspires toward, Miller
target well in

Hope’s grasp. She

is

sees the
not

at

all

Campaign
College De-

hesitantto sing the praisesof the

As the breakdown of Campaign monies
and
furnishing of the new library, Miller sees the

allots $1 1.5 million to the construction

and its strong backbone, the
velopment Office.
“If all the work depended on one person
in the division,” she says, “it would be

endowment as

impossible to reach any type of goal for this

ships, financial aid plus the salaries of the

Campaign. The Development people deserve
most of the credit.
“I also believe the stature of Hope College
and the success of The Campaign for Hope
are greatly enhanced by President Van
Wylen. Wherever we go to make a call,

faculty, better than

tjie

an equally important result of

Campaign. With

much competition

so

Hope needs

it

Watch the giving grow!

ever has before, she

“Betty Miller is very committed to Hope
College,”says John Nordstrom, director of
Development. “She is competitive, like the
rest of us, in the sense that she wants to reach

knows what Hope means to
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areas throughout the College.

adds.

has added to the dimension of

been a terrific match. He will be dearly
missed after his retirement."

raising effort to strengthen vital

to maintain its facilities, scholar-

our goal

It’s

is

the search for a college educationtoday,

we’re well-received because of what

Gordon
Hope ....

in

Hope

a
three-year,$26 million fundfor

.

That

is

very important to her.

and to her children. She

is

She

her personally

RESOURCES FOR THE CHALLENGE OF

TOMORROW

really an articulate

and talented lady.”

SEVEN

Summit

soon

starts

A Time for Peace Talks
by Renze L. Hoeksema
Becoming familiar with the Soviet society
is something that has eluded the American
people for many years. Judging from our
general level of awareness, it’s hard to say
how well the American people know what is
involved for the Soviet people in

a

The problem arises in making a treaty and
a very sticky point which results
in looking for language that both sides find
agreeable. The sticky point is obfuscated,
covered up, or gotten around. Laterdisputes
arise over activity based on individual
interpretationsof the languagewhich was put
in to get around the sticky point in the first

coming to

negotiated

peace. Most Americans, when looking

at

the

Soviet Union, truly see through a glass
has been

a

place.

Union

darkly; partiallybecause the Soviet

Others hold that you “can’t trust the
Russians.”Of course you can’t. They are
exclusively out for their own interestsand
we are out for our’s. If American officials
were not out for American interests,they
would be disloyal to the United States and
the taxpayerswho pay their salaries.I have

closed society. Certain areas, such

as the defense policy, still remain closed.

The Soviet Union has opened dramatically
though, compared to the early 50’s. Being
able to travel through the Soviet Union has
shown us that a great deal undermines the
stereotypes and informationthat we often
read in our newspapers and see on the
television. Studying this nation will bring
down more stereotypes. Of course, we must
not wear ideological blinders that prevent us
from seeing anything good in the Soviet
people.
There are those that say the Soviet

never run into

a

disloyal official involved in

American foreign policy.
The trick, in dealing with the Soviet
Union, is finding areas of common interest
on which both the United States and Soviet
Union can agree. It is in this area of common
interestwhere agreements will be achieved.

Union

It is

obviously in the interest of both nations

does not want peace, and thus there may be

to avoid a nuclear holocaust.

no summit meeting on Nov. 19. We should
remember that the Soviet Union lost 20
million lives during World War II and
another 25 million were not bom because of
the war. The United States lost 292, 13 1 lives
in World War II; that’s 65 times less than

The United States and the Soviet Union
should have been negotiating for all of the
past five years. War is no longer an option
for settlingour differences.

Some

years ago, ships from United States

and Soviet Union would race toward one
another and miss contact by a few feet.
Granted,there are also those in the Soviet
Similar stunts were performed with aircraft.
Union who merely want to talk peace and
Finally, at one of the conferencesbetween
prepare for war. The upcoming summit for the two superpowers, an agreement was
them would only be a propaganda opportu- worked out to end this childish foolishness
nity. The same kind of people exist in the
in the interestof peace, lives, ships, and
United States. The summit meeting will
planes.
satisfy those who see it as an opportunity for
It might come as a surprise that there are
many points of view in the Soviet Union and
peace and those who see it as an opportunity
for a propaganda victory.
those views might influence Mikhail GorThere is a view held by many in the United bachev at the summit. The various branches
States that the Soviets do not keep their
of the Soviet military,argriculture,science,
agreements. This is untrue. A study of the
and oil industry,just to name a few, compete
record will show that the Soviets have been for scarce resources in the Soviet capital-shy
very good about keeping their agreements. economy. Just as in the United States,what
They have sometimes “violated” codicils that is spent for armaments cannot be spent for
we have appended to the treatieswe made
agriculture, research in science, or welfare
with the Soviet Union, laying out our
of the people.
understandingof the treaty. Whether a
We also tend to underestimatethe degree
violation of our understandingof the treaty of support the Soviet regime enjoys. Many
is really a violation is debatable, since an
Americans feel that all we have to do is rachet
appendage to a treaty is not part of a treaty up the pressure and the Soviets will cave in
unless both sides have agreed to its inclusion. because they do not have the support of their
the Soviets.

Yuk
A

it

Russian people are supposedly as dry as toast and as
colorlessas vodka. But Yakov Smirnoff is hardly dry and
and

is

fastly becomingone of

America's favorite

young comedians.
Smirnoff performed

at

Hope on Oct. 8. brought in by the

Student Activities Committee (SAC)

at

the

end of

fall

also believe that the Soviet

Union

break.

in

your life, they finally said 'Get out!'”

Much

of

Smirnoffsact

is a

parity

on Americanlanguage

many

meanings.It's fresh,cute and originaland something
Americans take for granted.
"Someone asked me if I wanted a bite to eat. I said I
could afford more now .... It's like the stewardess on the
plane over here asked me if I would care for a sandwich.
Now, how do you care for a sandwich. Do you buy it gifts
or something?"

year.
of

comedy

in

Russia," said Smirnoff

a small press conference at the College. “It’s just an

image in the Soviet Union that everyone

is

grim and never

smiles. Which is true on the outside, but inside they're as

human as

all of

us. They need their portion of laughter,

especiallyin a suppressed country."

The 34-year-old comedian said he's been performing
since he was 15. One of his Russian assignments was
entertainingon a cruise ship.
Gainingpopularity with appearances in three recent
featurefilms (Moscow on the Hudson, The Adventuresof

Smirnoff says he has no regrets about leavingthe Soviet
Union but he does miss the friends he had to leave behind.
"There's are
of

the Soviet desire for an arms

is

agreement with

the United States,which has led to, superfi-

cially at least, improved relations.

The American people should also not be
confused about who invented and used the
first atomic bomb. It was the United States
who led in inventing the hydrogen bomb,
multi-headedmissiles, cruise missiles, and
many other weapon advances. The Soviets
have usually played catch-up. The Soviet
Union, with a gross national product (GNP)
less than half of our

GNP,

has taken military

expendituresfrom their economy and hides
of consumers, particularlytheir farmers, in
order to keep up.
have to be faced across the bargaining table.
It should be understoodthat I am advocatToday, almost as a fulfillment of that
ing hard-headed negotiation and not many
prophecy, we must negotiate with Mikhail
people, as President Nixon has said, are
Gorbachev, who tells stories, jokes, educates overwhelmedby “a blizzard of warm
and propagandizes.
handshakes, gushy toasts, and kisses on the
The assessment of former Soviet Foreign cheeks.” We must be prepared to protect the
innocents in our society but we must also be
Minister Andrei Gromyko in his nomination
of Gorbachev for general secretary of the
very open to peace, lest peace pass us by.
Soviet Communist Party is of more than
It is very difficult to predict the substance
passing interest. Gromyko said, “Comrades, of the Nov. 19-20 summit meeting, since it
this man has a nice smile, but he’s got iron
is difficult to predict what will evolve at the
teeth.” Gorbachev, in over six months in
on-going Geneva negotiations prior to Nov.
continued on page 12

Laughs," SAC said this is the most significant entertainment

"You just never think

EIGHT

Many

would always be run by old men who would
die in office, in spite of warnings over the
years that one day the style of Soviet
leadership would change and younger, abler,
shrewder, and sharper negotiators would

and slang; how this culture tends to use one word for

at

Russian comedian
Yakov Smirnoff

other.

kitchen, standing room only. Toted "From Russia with
act this

/

than they were under the czars, under Stalin,
and his early successors. In the world of
nuclear parity,no longer can one superpower
dictate the policies of another superpower.
Agreements usually take long periods of
negotiations with summit meetings only
allowing the main characters to assess each

BuckarooBanzai, Brewster’s Millions)and television series
(Night Court, Scarecrowand Mrs. King), Smirnoff
immigratedfrom Russia eight years ago with his parents
aftcrapplyingfora visa. Two years later, after submitting
the applicationand waiting for the KGB to respond, "which
was scary because you don't know what's going to happen

For an off-weekend, the Phelps Cafeteria was filled to the

,

Soviet citizensare much better off materially

up with Yakov

Russian comedian? Surely you jest. Everyone knows

colorless

people. Nationalism is just as strong in the office, has shown no sign of liberalizing
Soviet Union as the United States. The Soviet Soviet policiesat home or in such places as
people are proud of their world-power status .
Afghanistan.The only liberalizingaspect

a

few other things

I

miss too — like plenty

parking spaces and always finding

a

policeman when you

need one. The post office was much faster too. They read
your mail over the phone."

Professor Renze
L. Hoeksema
joined the Hope
faculty in 1971
after serving 21
years as a foreign
services officer
.S . State
Department. He
is mainly educated
in Middle East
affairs and in
1979 was a consultant for the peace talks
between the late Egyptian PresidentAnwar
Sadat, former Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin, and former President
Jimmy Carter.
A graduate of Hope in 1948, Hoeksema
holds his M.A. and Ph.D. from Harvard
Universitywhere he was a classmate with
former Secretaryof State Henry Kissinger.

with the U
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Tattered but not torn

Hope Receives Valuable Dutch Bible
The Van Zoeren Library recently acquired
a

very early Dutch Bible believed to be

more

than 400 years old, as a gift from the Rev.

Maredeen Visscherof Columbus, Ohio.
This Bible is especially valuable, since it
predates any other Dutch Bible which the
library has in its collection, accordingto
David Jensen, director of libraries.
The history of Dutch Bible translations
roughly parallels that of the English translations. Prior to 1611, there were

many

competing English translations,until the
authorized version (“King James”) replaced
the older ones. So with the Dutch Bible
translations.The church (Synod of Dord,
1618-1619)and the government (The States
General) together authorized

a

Bible transla-

tion, which was first publishedin 1637 as
the

famous Staten Vertaling. This translation

replaced the older translationsand remained

dominant

until the 1950’s.

The College

library has several copies of this translation,

dating from the 1600’s.

“The Bible just acquired, however, is
rare and predates the Staten
Vertaling," said Harry Boonstra, professor
of English. “It has an imprint date of 1613,
and was printed in Amsterdam by Jan Evertsz
Cloppenburch who was a bookseller ‘on the
Water, by the old Bridge.’”
The translationactually dates from the
1560’s and was heavily indebted to Luther’s
German translation.It, accordingto
Boonstra,originally also carried Luther’s
marginal notes, but these were replaced with
notes “from Geneva” in 58 . Like the early

much more
Three cheers for FM: WHTS personneljoyously greet the arrival of their radio station on
FM airwaves. The student-run station has been waiting approximatelytwo years to make
the connectionofficial.

FM!

Finally
Drum

roll please.

A cymbal

clap

would

FM

outfit,

“would,

WTHS

now owns equipment that

at least, rival any professional

even do.
station in the area,” says Engineer Francis
After two years of legal and technical
delay, Hope College finally has a full-fledged Deck, a senior from Trenton, Mich.
The station operated for over two decades
FM station for the college community. With
as an AM station in the basement of Kollen
its first official broadcast on Sept. 27, WTHS
89.9

is

an on-the-air,student-run, non- profit

Hall and even did

a

short stint on

FM

For two years however, a barrage of technical

The occasion for the opening was hardly
a small event in the DeWitt Student and
Cultural Center studio. Flowers and streamers garnishedthe rooms. With weeks of

changes and Federal CommunicationCommission (FCC) regulations hindered the

out of the

way,

the

WTHS

studio was geared

for the suit and balloon extravaganza.

Happiness hardly described the mood;
ecstaticwas more the word.
Administration and radio personnel milled
about

at

least

1

5 minutes to air time with the

anticipation of an expectingfather. “This is
the birth of a

new

station," station

personnel

jubilantly stated.
Senior Dirk Weeldreyer,general

manager

from Mattawan, Mich. , and program director
Steve Cooper, a junior from Rochester,
Mich., got top honors to “man the controls
for lift-off." A 10-second countdown to 2:30
p.m. put the new student station in operation.

“WTHS-Holland is now

on-the-air,” a

pre-recordedcartridge rejoiced, which was
appropriately accompanied by crowd-clapping sound effects.
A WTHS poll gave Hope students the
opportunity to vote their favorite song into
first musical air play. At least 4,000 votes
were submitted (they could vote more than
once) and convincingly "Radio, Radio" was

1

Apocryphal books (which were dropped in

“Everybody was disappointedwhen all
these problems occurred,” says Weeldreyer,
“but not as disappointed as we were. It’s been
a rollercoaster
for the staff and the d.j. ’s. But
right now it’s great to see it become a reality.”
“It (the FM hook-up) really involved a lot
more than we anticipated,with the FCC, the
lawyer, the guidelines,” says Sue Langejans,
director of Student Activities.“But today
there’s just great excitement and enthusiasm.
This will provide a great deal of opportunity

Winter

own.

Best of all, to

comply

commercial-free.Public service announcements, of course, will run at no cost.
Another preferred tune was the “Hallelujah
“No other station can say they play it all ,”
Chorus;” appropriate for the feelingof finally
said
junior Scott Gibson of Kalamazoo,
getting WTHS on FM airwaves.
Mich., productiondirector. “But we can.”
The idea to take WTHS to FM was
“We run the gamut,” says Weeldreyer.
originated in the fall of 1982 when an
"We want to cater to each student’staste and
application was drafted to change WTAS
AM 610 to FM frequency.Having solicited become the No. 1 station played on campus.”
Student Congress for the funds to become a
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Sports
Schedules

from Rev. Maredeen Visscher

of Columbus, Ohio.

subsequentreprintings);the Apocrypha are
prefaced by a “Waerschouwinghetot den
Leser” — a warning to the reader that these
books were intended for private use only.
“This translation is of great interest both
because of the history of Bible translation,
and because of Hope’s Dutch heritage,”said
Boonstra.

Nov. 23 ................at Aurora. 111.,2 p.m.
Toes..Nov. 26 .................at Aquinas.8 p.m.
Sat.. Nov. 30 .................WHEATON. 3 p.m.
Wed.. Dec. 4 ................. at NazarcUl.8 p.m.
Sat.. Dec.
............ CONCORDIA.ILL..8 p.m.
Sat , Dec. 14 ............. GRAND VALLEY. 3 p.m.
Fri. & Sat., Dec. 27-28 .... at Wooster. Ohio Tournament
(Hope. Case Western Reserve.Taylor.Wooster)
Fri. & Sat.. Jan. 3-4 ...... at Whinicr.Calif. Tournament
(Hope. Millikin. III.,Whittier. Tufts, Mass.)
Wed . Jan.
..................-at Olivet, 8 p.m.
Sat., Jan. II ..................-ADRIAN, 3 p.m.
Wed.. Jan. 15 .................
AQUINAS. 8 p.m.
Sat.. Jan. 18
..............-KALAMAZOO.3 p.m.
Wed.. Jan. 22 ................ ’at Albion,8 p.m.
Sat.. Jan. 25 ..................’at Calvin.3 p.m.
Wed.. Jan. 29
-ALMA. 8 p.m.
Sat.. Feb.
...................-OLIVET.3 p.m.

7

8

.................

I

Wed.. Feb. 5 ....... .......... "at Adrian.8 p.m.
Sat.. Feb. 8 ........... CONCORDIA. MICH., 3 p.m.
Wed . Feb. 12
-at Kalamazoo. 8 p.m.

..........

Sat . Feb. 15 ..................-ALBION. 3 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 19
-CALVIN. 8 p m.
Sat.. Feb. 22 ..................-at Alma, 3 p.m.

Home games playedat the Holland Civic Center
•MIAA Game

1

with their non-profit status,the station is

the top vote getter, a song by Elvis Costello.

to the College

..............

The Hope station will broadcastfrom 7
,000-watt
station will reach a 6-7 mile area with its
primary signal, according to Deck. The
secondary signal should reach as far as 20
miles around the compass.
Weeldreyer and Cooper will operate the
station with a wide variety of programs in a
structuredformat . Over 50 disc jockeys will
spin records from jazz to classical to pop.
They have approximately5,000 albums in
their library and sometimes student d.j. s will
bring in their

date

Sat..

come.”

a.m. to 2 a.m. everyday. The new

a

MEN’S BASKETBALL
Head Coach: Glenn Van Wieren

student station’sprogress.

to students for years to

New Testament lead page shows

of 1612. The rare Dutch Bible was a gift

cable.

organization.

trainingdisc jockeys and two test-broadcasts

1

Staten Vertaling, this Bible includes the

The

Stalling

timesare

in

lime zone of home team.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Head Coach:

Tern McFarland

Nov. 30 ............ HEIDELBERG. 12:55p.m.
Tucs..Dec.
...............at North Park.7 p.m.
Fri. -Sat.. Dec.
GLCA Tournament at Ohio Wesleyan
Fri., Dec 13
at St. Mary’s, 6 p.m.
Fri -Sat . Jan.
tHOPE INVITATIONAL
(Hope. Wheaton. George Williams.Ill . MuskegonCC)
Wed.. Jan.
..................-OLIVET.7 p.m.
Sat.. Jan. II
-at Adrian. 1:30 p.m.
Wed.. Jan. 15 ............ at Trinity Christian. 7 p.m.
Fri.. Jan. 17 .............. ‘at Kalamazoo. 7 p.m.
Tucs..Jan. 21
-ALBION. 6 p m.
Fri.-Sat.. Jan. 24-25
Round Ball Classic
at St. Mary's, 2:30 p.m.
Sat..

3

6-7

3-4

..............

MEN’S AND WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Head Coach: John Patnotl

8

Nov. 23 .................WHEATON. I p.m.
Tucs..Nov. 26 ............ GRAND VALLEY. 7 p.m.
Sal.. Dec.
......... M1AA Relaysat Calvin. I p.m.
Sat.. Dec. 14 ............
at Fctris Invitational. 9 a.m.
Fri., Jan. 10 ............ at Penis State (men) 7 p.m
Sat Jan 1 ............ at GRJC Invitational, 9 a.m.
Sat ] Jan. 18 ............. -KALAMAZOO. I p m.
Sat.. Jan. 25
..................'at Albion. I p.m.
Wed.. Jan.
GRAND RAPIDS JUNIOR COLLEGE.
5:30 p.m.

Sal..

7

..............

.......
...........

1

29

Sat . Feb.
Sat., Feb.
Sat.. Feb.

I

8

...................-at Calvin, I p.m.
....................‘at Alma. 1 p.m.
................ -ADRIAN. I p.m

I

15

Thurs. -Sat..

Feb. 20-22 ..

MIAA Championships at Calvin.
9

a.m.

Mar.
LAST CHANCE MEET. 9 a.m.
Thurs.-Sal..
Mat. 13-15 ...... Women's NCAA Nationals
Thurs.-Sat, Mar. 20-22 ......
Men's NCAA Nationals
Home meets arc held in Krcsge Nalatoriumof Dow Center
Sat..

•MIAA Meet

Wed..

..............

*« Alma.

6

p.m.

31 ................'at Olivet.

7

p.m

Jan. 29

Fri.. Jan.

.............

Tues . Feb. 4
-ADRIAN. 6 p m
Thurs..Feb. 6 ................ -CALVIN. 7 p.m
Sat.. Feb. 8 ...................
AQUINAS. I p.m
Tues , Feb
........... -KALAMAZOO.8 p.m.
Fri., Feb. 14
................ -at Albion.6 p.m

18
.....
1

Tucs.. Feb.
Sat.. Feb. 22
Home games

1

arc

playedat

‘at Calvin.7 p.m
-ALMA. 1 p.m.
Dow CenterexceptNov. 30 game at

HollandCivic Center.
Starling times are in time zone of home team.
tGamcsplayedal6and8p.m.
on Jan. 3 and I & 3p.m. on

Jan. 4.

•MIAA Game
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Lessons Learned...
"Oh, East

is

East, and West

is

West, and never the twain shall meet.’’

—

Rudyard Kipling,
The Ballad of East and West
Aw , contrar my dear man . Haven’t you read the papers lately? Don’t you see how the
western and eastern worlds are starting to mingle and merge? We’ve expanded our
geographical boundaries to encompass all worlds for the sake of a thorougheducational
enriching.

Japan, it seems, has commanded most of the western worlds curiosity. Lately, it has
dominated the news with quibbling over trade imbalances,a 40th anniversary of the
Hiroshima atomic bomb disaster and the growth of their technology and industry,which
continuesto infuriateand conglomerate American business.
This country, these isles, cause unbounded mystique, interest,and misunderstanding
for Americans. And as Japan remains covered in this mystical shroud, Americans have
difficultyperceiving things from their religions to kabuki theatre to their caricature
language.
Geographically,it is a little smaller than the state of California with a total population
of 20 million, 97 million more people than are in California already. And only 20 percent
of Japan’s land space i$ inhabitable; the rest is rugged mountain terrain.
In many ways, Japan and the United States are alike. We both believe in the same
politicalsystem and in free enterprise. But still we are two countries of contrast. Japan
is antiquity, we are toddlers; they are culturally homogeneous,the United States is a
teeming melting pot. A fascination between the two is bound to exist.
But effectivecommunication does not. For that reason, three contingents, of Midwestern

highlights. One cannot help but be impressed

with the size and sprawl of the city 1
million people). The mass and press of the
people almost overwhelms you. Tokyo train
station alone has an average of one million
people pass through it per day.
To imagine that once this city was literally
flattened,and now, 40 years later, has been
totallyrebuilt!It is only recently that
T okyo has developed any kind S***'
of skyline. Earthquakes
plentiful here because
\*
active volcanoes
^
(

1

are

and

of jr—f

consequently,

J f

buildings

over 10 stories were not
allowed. Engineers,

how-

J

^

—

ever, seem to have solved that problem and

now Tokyo

has skyscapers jutting above its

1

origin,departed for Japan “to seek

a

through improved communication

among businesses

broader understanding of the country and itspeople

and governments of each country.”
people of prominence in the local community,Hope
College Registrar Jon Huisken. Chosen and sponsored by the Japanese American
Foundationthrough Hope College, Huisken was joined by Dr. Kenneth Harper, superintendent of Zeeland Public Schools; JerraldRedeker, president and chairman of the board
of Holland Old Kent Banks; James Riekse, public affairsdirector of WZZM-TV; and
James Polet, of Trans-MaticManufacturing.These five were also joined by groups from
Delaware, Ohio and Richmond, Indiana.
“Unless one visits Japan, one may never be able to appreciate the country,” said Japan
Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone in a 1983 Time interview. “It is a bit like tasting
sugar. One says it is sweet, but unless one tastes it, no matter how many times it is
explained, one can never know how sweet it is. So Japan may be a bit like sugar or salt:
unless one tries to taste it, one may never be able to understandJapan. . .1 hope our
foreign friends will pay attention.”
Jon Huisken, by documenting daily events and thoughts, has shown he’s made the
Prime Minister proud.

The 16-day trip

sent

among

its

The

hotel seems to be another source of

internationalunderstanding.

Bobby Knight and

We encountered

his Hoosier basketball

team — they have been involved in a
tournament with Japan, Russia, and the
Netherlands.We also ran into the Vienna
Boys Choir who are on a five-week tour here.
I am fascinated by the movement of the
different nationalitiesthrough the lobby.
Often it is possible to hear four or five
different languages being spoken.

Sunday-Monday, July 7-8
Grand Rapids/Tokyo

morning.” That should have been
one of our

Lag At Its Finest
The beginning of our 16-day excursion to
Japan. We gathered at the Kent County
Airport in Grand Rapids for a 7:45 a.m.
flight, with a lay-over in Minneapolisto join
other contingents . Finally onto Seattle for our
connection to Narita Airport, close to
Jet

Tokoyo.

We spent the day chasing the sun. This
was one day (two calender days) when the
sun didn’t go down. Arriving in Narita at
about 5:30 p.m., Monday July 8th, we lost
day due to the crossing of the international

dateline, that “mysticalline” which no

geographer can explain.
Dr. Tariho Fukuda, provost for Meiji
Gakuin University, which has held ties with
Hope for more than 20 years, met us at the
airport. Tariho immediately introduced us to
our first Japanese meal, tempura — what a
delight, even the eel.

members asked

whether they needed the rain
reply came with

a

a

clue, but

him, nonetheless,
in

Tokyo. His

twinkle in his eye: “I don’t

know,” he said, “but I do know that we need
badly in New Jersey.”
We began our educationwith a morning
seminar led by Yoshinari Date, director of
the publishing department,Japan External
Trade Organization(JETRO). The purpose
of JETRO is to promote international
understandingand, of course, deals with the
it

two-way trade.
Date presentedto us what is to be the
Japanese economic plan for the future
decades:the technopolis, the Japanese
version of Silicon Valley. Its aim is to get
workers out of the big 'cities and back to
where they came from. All 47 prefectures
(states) were invited to submit proposals; 19
sites were considered,nine have been
designated.

The issues and pressures are close to
home. The issue is jobs, jobs for the next

Educational Problems
His concern for what was happening in
Japanese schools led Takanori Fujikawa, a
city councilman from Koganei, to begin his
politicalcareer. Fujikawa sees a breakdown
in traditionalJapanese values and its reflec-

.

Ss

uable information
to

mull over and chew

.

J

apanese people . The reasons :

84%

of all energy is imported, dense
in a limited area

4*

populationp

to

means competition

d

survive, and in past years, there was no

chance for upward mobility . This meant that p
you were to survive as a merchant,
a

you

.
standards.
Japanese

if

The reason for the breakdown, he said, is
because of affluence and materialism. Prior
to
n, people were poorer so families
had to work closely together to survive. But
this is changing in post-war times. The
schools, particularlythejuniorhighschools,
have become “blackboardjungles.” Since
city councils have much to do with education,
Fujikawa became involved.
One cannot help but have sympathy for
this fellow. Much of what he sees happening
in Japan has happened here. He is an example
of the stress which democracy has placed
upon post-war Japan. They were given the
frame, the structure,now they have to leam
to live with the tensions that flow from the
system, particularlythe tensions between the
group and the individual.

The Japaneseare basicallyoverachievers

by

t
a

American
c
Secondly,in order to understand
n
culture, we must understandthe Japanese s
concept of “wa.” There is really no English n
word equivalent to “wa”, but this word
embodies harmony, peace, tranquility, p
balance

.

It is

manifested in group

conscious-

e

consensusdecision-mak- li
ing, in dependence upon each other,
1
language, and in social
a
Finally, “wa’s” influence on business
B
expressed primarily in the priority business J
leaders place on the welfare of the worker,
rather than the status of profits.There have J
been numerous incidents in which companies
have taken over the buildings of
a
bankrupt companies, completely replacing
the former industry , in order to preserve
a
jobs of the people. Japan has virtually
e
ness and identity

,

in

in

etiquette.
is

other

ii

il

the

Thursday, July 11

no

Tokyo
Japanese Culture vs. Big Business
“What’s on the national agenda in Japan
today?” we were asked by Jackson Bailey,
our tour leader and professor from Earlham
College. We talked from textbooksto
defense. The bottom line is that there are so
many issues which parallel our’s. We find it
easy to relate and understand.
The afternoonspeaker, Sen Nishiyama,
consultant to the president, SONY Corp. and

InternationalUnderstandings
Our first introduction to cosmopolitan

among his accomplishments is his

morning. It was raining here; they are right
at the end of the rainy season. When we
entered the elevator, a very Japanese-looking

Ministry of InternationalTrade and Industry
(MITI) to locate the technopolis in their
particluarcity or prefecture. It all sounds
very familiar. Tennessee could tell us all
about the Saturn plant ordeal.
Whirlwind touring was the event of the

man

afternoon, particularly hitting the historical

TEN

—

val-

~

1

had to be the biggest and best in your class

larger cities. The pressure is to lobby the

“good

giving us

1

tion in the schools.

generation, jobs to prevent brain-drain to the

greeted us with a friendly

Business,"

vival is a key theme for the

Tokyo

riding the elevator this

on

Wednesday, July 10

Tokyo

Tuesday, July 9

Tokyo came when

Influence

First of all, he says, sur-

WW

by Jon Huisken

a

skyline.

absolutely

wowed

us.

He

is the special

simulcast

Japanese of the landing on the moon by
U.S. astronauts. He is a national figure and
an articulate spokesman for Japan, stressing
the need to continueand improve United
in

States-Japan relations.

Nishiyma spoke on “JapaneseCulture

-

Its

unemployment.
Nishiyama’srecommendation to American e
companies that wish to do business here
tl
that they had better understand the market B
and how the Japanese think and do business. p
The landscape, he says, is littered with those d
who haven’t taken this
b

is

advice.

Meiji

This afternoonwe went back to
Gakuin University with Dr. Fukuda
found the students in the middle of
exams. It was a delight to visit the institution
that has sent so many students to visit or

e:

study at

t

and

final

Hope.

R
b

G

Utsunomiya
Paddies
Friday, July 12

TechnologyWith The Rice
We traveled by bullet train to Utsunomiya.
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CATALOG FROM THE
HOPE-GENEVA BOOKSTORE
A

& 2. Christmas Vespers Records: The original(Cat#
1 - $4) was made from live tapes recorded in the 960’s
and ’70s. The 1983 Volume II (Cat# 2 - $8) is a superb
studio album. Both are in stereo. Special price for the
set $10.50.
3. The Same Old Pennant: It hasn’t changed since the
’50s-and why should it. 9"x24" Orange flock on navy
felt. $2.75.
4. Hot Java: Start the day out right. Especially inaHope
mug. Navy and orange on white ceramic. $4.50.
5 . Tie One On! Just the thing for those special Hope gettogethers, this orange and navy striped tie looks great.
1

.

1

100%
6

7

polyester. $7.

For the Family Room: A soft corduroypillow with the
College seal in orange flocking. $6.75.
. Who’s Deal? Play your favoritesfrom your college days
with these handsome plastic coated playing cards. Clear
acrylic case holds 2 decks, one orange and one blue, both
'with the Hope seal'. $7.
.

8

.

Fashion Shorts with Side Pocket: Smartly

styled boxer short

of twill fabric with two hidden side pockets. Original nautical

design with Hope College and anchor on left leg. Colors:
white with navy imprint. Sizes: S,M,L,XL. $11.
9. Super T: A sharp T shirt with solid color body and collar,
oxford grey jersey raglan sleeves with sewn on stripes.
Colors: red/grey, navy/grey.Sizes: S,M,L,XL. $8.
10. Basic Boxer Shorts: Perfect for casual, but active living.
100% cotton. Colors: navy with orange Hope College, white
with navy Hope College. Sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL. $6.
. Ringer T Shirt: Always look nice. Left chest imprint is two
color orange and blue - Hope College and Crest. Color: white
with navy trim. Sizes: S,M,L,XL. $7.
2 . Rainbow T Shirt: Our bestsellingT with multicolor stripes
across the chest, “Hope College” and the anchor logo. Colors:
orange, royal, purple. Sizes: S,M,L,XL. $6.
1

1

1

13. Nylon Running Shorts: Go

the distance in these

100% nylon

tricot shorts.Colors: navy, white, grey. Sizes: S,M,L,XL. S9.

14. Tri-blend Jacket: Matches the shorts for a complete go anywhere outfit. Color: silver.Sizes: S,M,L,XL. $25.
15. Tri-blend Shorts: A hot item this year, very classy.Navy
script imprint. Color: silver. Sizes: S,M,L,XL. $10.

20. Balloons! Balloons! A fun and fanciful T-shirt with
rainbow striped balloons tied to the Hope College letters.
Perfect for the

little

girl in your life. Colors: royal, purple.

Sizes: 6-8, 10-12, 14-16 $6.25.

Let

Them Wear

Fleece! Sweatshirts and sweatpantsfor

children of all ages. Soft

& warm, this

50-50 blend wears

well even after repeated washings.Navy with Hope College

For the Class

of

20??

It’s

never too early to start them

out right with these great gifts for the next generation
of Hopeites.

16. Terry cloth bib $3.25
7 . Glass Evenflo® bottle with orange & navy Hope
seal $4
18. Knitted socks for tiny feet. Navy and white with
an orange “H” on each one. $4.25
9 . Hooded sweater White with navy & orange trim
It zips up the back for easy on and off. One infant
1

.

1

size. $10

in orange.
21. Hooded sweatshirts: 6mo, 12mo, 18mo, 2T, 3T, 4T,
- $9.25. Youth sizes S,M,L,XL $15.
22. Sweatpants:6mo, 12mo, 18mo, 2T, 3T, 4T - $7.50.
Youth sizes S,M,L,XL $11.
23 . Batter Up: Baseball style shirt with white body and 3/4
sleeves in orange or navy. Color: white (please specify sleeve
color) Sizes: youth S,M,L,XL. $9.
Who’s the Leader of the Club. . . A three color Mickey
Mouse with Hope College on oxford gray.
Children sizes: XS,S,M,L $6.25.
Adult sizes: S,M,L,XL $7.50.
26. Let’s Go Hope! Children’s T-shirt in navy with full
chest Hope College and seal in orange.
Sizes: 2T, 3T, 4T $5.
27. Youth Crew: (not pictured) crew neck sweatshirt with
same imprint as #26. Navy with orange.
24.

25.

Sizes:
28 . Play Ball! A

warm

XS,S,M,L,XL

fuzzy for anyone

.

$11.

A stuffedbasket-

ball with orange and blue panels and a felt

HOPE.

$5.

'%

29. Golf umbrella with alternating blue and
orange panels. $13.50
30. Classic wool baseball
hat with embroidered
orange “H”. $5.75
3
. Keep it cold with this
Pewterex® mug.
Beautifully cast in one
1

piece with the

Hope

seal. $13

32.

Wrap up

with our
woolen stadium blanket. 42"x60" in a handy
zippered case.

$24

33. Putt out in style. Golf
balls by Worthington
with the college logo.

A box

of three. $6

:r short

Jutical

olors:

collar,

es.

34.
ving.

white

i

two

white

38. Crew Sweatshirtwith

nylon

(L.S9.

iany-

Navy

navy,

left

chest

large beautifullysewn on double tackle twill block letters

Wrap Around Crew Neck
A

on

flannel-linedjacket with striped ribbed collar and cuffs,

white grey. Sizes: S,M,L,XL. $17.

39.

COLLEGE

orange.
Color: navy. Sizes: S,M,L,XL. $30.
35. Snap Front Jacket: Popular on campus. Aquality

Twill: Beautiful sewn on double

Sweatshirt:

embroideredHOPE

in

tackle twill letters give this sweat-

ipes

Colors:

Tackle

shirt classic styling. Colors:

Crew Neck Sweater: A campus tradition.Smartly

styled with

qO

on back. Colors: navy, white. Sizes: S,M,L,XL. $32.50.
36. Nylon Pullover Jacket:
r biking, sailing or

G-^

real winner! White

band goes around body and each
sleeve for a great look. Colors: navy/
white, orange/white.Sizes:
S,M,L,XL. $17.
40. Zip Sweatshirt with Hood:
Back by popular demand. Easy off,
easy on comfy fleece. Orange/blue
Hope College left chest. Colors:

cross-country

skiins

:

qO*

~ oouch pocket and

in oran8e
.Vf
we recommend you order
a size smaller VJ»*'urmal. Colors: navy, royal. Sizes:
S,M,L,XL. $24.
37. V Neck Sweater: Very attractiveembroidered left
chest HOPE COLEGE with anchor logo in orange. Poly
blend. Colors: navy, white. Sizes: S,M,L,XL. $20.

hood

.

Imprin*

script .

The

.

\Y*

grey, white. Sizes: S,M,L,XL. $18.

41. Hooded Pullover: The campus
favorite.Soft, warm fleece with
front pouch pocket and draw string
hood. Colors: navy, orange, grey
and white. Sizes: S,M,L,XL. $17.
42. Sweatpants: Matching sweats
for the hooded pullover, drawstring
waist and elasticcuffs. Colors:
navy, orange, grey and white. Sizes:

S,M,L,XL. $12.
43. Crew Neck Sweatshirt:(not
pictured) Colors: Navy, orange,
grey and white. Sizes:

S,M,L,XL.
$13.

THE

HEAVYWEIGHTSARE HERE!

Available for the

first

time this fall , these

generously cut garments are made of extra
thick 9.5 oz. fleece that keeps you cozy

even on a crisp fall day. Made for us by
one of the nation’s leaders in heavyweight
47.

The Alumni Collection:

White license plate frame
of heavy plastic.Alumni
Hope College in navy. $2.
48. Our beautiful3 color
license plate is stamped in

&

metal-just like the real thing.
$4.

49. Alumni decal: Orange
, this clear decal goes
on the inside of the window.
and navy

$.75.

50. The Alumni mug: White
ceramic 9 oz. mug with navy
and orange alumni logo.
$4.50.

fleece, our students love them and so will

you. Imprints similar to Item #42. Colors:

Navy, white
44.
45.
46.

&

grey.

HW Crew $17.
HW Hooded Pullover
HW Sweatpants $17.

$20.
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Dear Hope College Friends,

Once

again

News From Hope

space availablefor us

to

has been kind enough to

make

present a sampling of our Hope merchan-

dise. Your response has grown in the last several years and as a

almost
50 items represented. Yet as you can see from the photograph
on the left, this catalog represents only a modest selectionof the
many items we stock. Every year we get inquiriesfrom friends
and alumni who are looking for products we don’t have in our

result this year’s offering is the most ambitious to date with

catalog. Often we can help them out, but either

way we always

respond. Please feel free to call or write us anytime whether it’s

worn

a

class ring that needs replacing or a high school graduation

gift for an

incoming freshman we would

like to help

you

out.

For the best selection of all, visit us the next time you are in
Holland, and thank you for your continued patronage.

The newly remodeled Hope-Geneva Bookstore was

part of the 1982

Sincerely,

DeWitt Center renovation.

Mark J. Cook
Manager

Prices effective until June 1, 1986
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Phone orders acceptedwith credit card (616) 392-5111,Ext. 2143
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Catalog
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Qty.

Use

Price
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Total Price

STORE HOURS & PARKING
The Hope-Geneva Bookstore is

located in the lower

level of the DeWitt Center. There are visitor and hand-

icapped spaces available in the DePree Art Center lot
just across Columbia Avenue. All areas of the

DeWitt

Center including the bookstore are accessible to the
handicapped.

REGULAR OPERATING HOURS
During the Academic year (September - May)
Monday - Friday 8:30 am to 4:30 pm
'Tuesday evening until 8:00 pm

METHOD
Open Saturdays for major campus events
Homecoming, Parent’s Weekend, Alumni Day,
Summer Hours (June - August)
Monday - Friday 8:30 am to

(check

OF

PAYMENT

Money Order made payable to
Hope-Geneva Bookstore
Charge to my: Master Card / VISA
(circleone)

3:30

pm

Merchandise Total

one) Gl Check or

etc.

4%

SaleS Tax (where applicable)

On Shipmentsto Michigan

Card Account Number
Shipping

Hours may change when classes are not in session
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& HandlingCharge
(within U.S.)

Expiration
Date

Signature

TOTAL

ORDERS MUST BE RECEIVED BY DECEMBER 2nd FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY

00

Burned

...No Bridges
a two-year stint and is doing well.

We

Utsunomiya in the afternoon
for Nikko and Lake Chuzenji, which
left

is a

deep volcanic lake and the site

of an important Buddhist

temple.

The scenery was spectacular;
we’re up in the mountains some
10,000 feet. What a relief from the
heat of the city.

Monday, July
Morioka
Herman
What

These
trains
travel

on

time, to the

minute, at approximately 140
m.p.h. I think I know
what happened to the Amtrak
;ople who came to inspect this system. I
think they ever got on.

)n’t

Although Utsunomiya is

city of

a

400,000

jople, its character is rural. Rice

paddies

everywhere as well as other agriculture,

e

tsunomiya is the site of
id

thus is

becoming a

immercialcenter.

It

a

new technopolis

vital,

has met

booming

all

the require-

population over 200,000, a univer-

ents: a

good laborforce, and
iom for housing developments.
Our bus tour took us to the new industrial
irk where names familiar to the U.S. are
/erywhere:DuPont, Bakelite, Heinz. We

ty

ft

with engineers,a

the

his

bus though to tour a Nissan factory,

plant and facilities occupies some

:res and is

surrounded by an oval test track,

obotics are
"’Ipan’s

736

commonly evident. This

is

showcase.

Evening dinner was another state occasion.
:rry

Redeker remarked that he feels like he

White House, being honored with
undertaking. Speeches ensued and
was evident that the Japanese are very
:nsitive about the trade imbalance and are
iger to seek ways of resolving the matter.
I'm finding the trip to be exhilirating but
thausting. We’re beginning to realize why
e students refer to Jack as “Typhoon”
ailey. We are on the go from 8 a.m. to 10
m. The hotel provides humor though. Short
in

i

the

official

>ors

(Ken Harper, 6-foot-5

>w)

and rice in the pillows . B ut this is the

,

is

in a perpetual

emperor stays here when
What’s good enough for the

oyal Hotel, the
:'s

in town.

nperor...

15

Miller, Beans,

And More

Rice

a day this proved to be. First an

audience with the mayor of the city and
again we are treated as dignitaries.Bailey
makes sure that all the protocol is met. We
met up with Zeeland, Mich, and Herman
Miller Co. The furniturein the meeting room
was definitely Herman Miller stuff.
We spent the morning inspecting two
water dams, essential for rice cultivation;
visited a cloth-dying shop 17 generations-old
and still using some of the original wooden
stencils; and stopped at a tofu factory which
is supplied by the Indiana and Ohio Bean
Co. (I wasn’t fooled; there had to be some
Michigan and Minnesota beans in that place.)
This afternoon has been the highlight of
the trip so far. We were invited to a home
of a local rice farmer. The family has three
generations present in the same house and
the farm has been in the family for 13
generations. The 14th is coming soon.
The average Japanese farm is five acres so
this particular farm is a rarity: a total of 30
acres of land - 10 of rice, 10 of vegetables,
and 10 of forest. Only 12 percent of Japan’s
land is cultivated which brings the signifi-

cance of this farm into greater focus.
This family farms full-time, a vanishing
breed in Japan. Many are now part-timers,
working the paddies on weekends and
evenings. This extendedfamily is obviously
very close, stemming from their shared home
and vocation.

Scenery
We met a number of students who are

real

aching English in area schools.

Brian Wissink ’83

He

second largest seaport, Toyota’s home port,
and then once more by bullet train to Kyoto.
There is still no letup of population. Wherever there is a flat space, there are villages

and the cultivationof rice and vegetables.
Surprisingly, we are one minute behind
schedule as we reach Kyoto. It is one of the
oldest capital cities and
of Japan.

is

the cultural center

Kyoto was spared bombing

in

WW

II for this reason.

is in

who

Among

is

teaching

the first year of a

in

trade. (2)

about $35 billion worth of goods. The
problem

,

Saki say

s

,

that the dollar has

is

(The dollar is now falling, as we can attest
when we converted, almost daily, dollarsto
yen.)
But that’s not the only problem,according
. He believes that if American industry
would view the Japanese as normal human
beings who buy quality merchandise at a
good price, they would do much better in
Japan.
Case in point: The American automakers
thought they could sell large expensive cars
to the Japanese.If one would take all the

to Saki

cars in Japan

small ones) and place them

(all

end-to-endon the highways of Japan, there
would only be but six centimeters between
them, said Saki.
Saki takes a healthy, optimistic view of
the trade situationand is confident that the
differenceswill be resolved. “Brothers often

Kyoto

fight

Machinery and Medicine
The Kyoto Works of the Mitsubishi Motor
Co. was our activity for this morning. The
tour was of special interest to the

Richmond,

Indiana group since they are in the running

more than strangers,”Saki concluded.

Sunday, July 21
Kyoto
Enough Temples Already!
Sundays are not pleasureable for me
Japan.

Saturday, July 20

that we have just scratched the surface.

I

miss the opportunity to worship.

guess is that it

is not easy to be a Christian

in this society. Only two percent of the

Japanese people call themselvesChristian.
Today we suffered from “temple hangover.” Two more stops concludedthe temple
tour. The history associated with these sites
is importantto the Japanese since they go
back to the shogun period.
The rest of the day was spent on the bullet
train

back

close. So

to

Tokyo. The tour is nearing its
things have come at us so

many

fast that it will take

everything out.

It’s

some

Tokyo

Flip-Flopped Educational Structure
This morning was spent touring a local
high school. Entrance is, of course, by
examination.The pressure to succeed and the

for this morning and a famous Buddist

high school are the tougher years and college

This figures because students
must pass difficult exams to enter college.
So the more prestigiousa college, the tougher
the exam. Students are driven to find their
place in crowded colleges.
In the evening 1 had a significantdiscussion
with the president of the Morioka Rotary at
dinner. How he wishes that the language
barrier could be broken by Americans so that
more meaningful discussions could occur.
There is progress though, but it is slow.
Finally we have some people in the Embassy
in Tokyo who are fluent but it has been a
is a breeze.

Sightseeing on Mt. Hiei was on the docket
temple, which

is

considered to be the center

Tendai sect of Buddhists. We’re about
“templed out”, but the view down the
mountain upon Lake Biwa made the trip
worthwhile.
Lake Biwa was one of the landmarks,
along with Mt. Fuji, used by the U.S.
bombers in
II. We also encountered
wild monkeys along the roadside. It seems
as if they’ve been to YellowstonePark. They
sit along the road and beg for food.
Still more shrines and temples in the
afternoon. We encounter the first signs of
protest to the “temple tax” (price of admission) which is being imposed by the government. The issue of church vs. state again.
The evening session began with a seminar
by Dr. Yasuo Sakakibara,professor of
economics,Doshisha University, Kyoto.. Dr.
Saki (as he is known here) was not only
of the

WW

informative but entertaining. His topics

Thursday, July 18
Ise/Kyoto
The Gods Are Watching
On

the road again. This time to Ise to visit

famous Ise Shinto shrines.The first
where the gods and spirits of agriculture

the two
site is
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the trade imbalance.
Dr. Saki put things in perspective for us

and gave the following pertinent facts: )
Japan exports $40 billion in capital which
goes to modernize American industry. This
$40 billion more than offsets the $35 billion
(

1

time to sort

very apparent, however,

Monday, July 22

academic difficulty is the reverse
of the United States Kindergartenthrough

in

My

Engines and transmissions are produced here. The plant appears
to be efficientand clean. Productivity
markers are evident everywhere,but the pace
seems to be comfortablefor the workers.
The afternoon session was spent with Dr.
Cho, a medical doctor, who tells us about
health care in Japan. Medical costs are
one-third of those in the United States. This
figure is significantin itself, but it takes on
even more importance when one compares
the average stay in Japanese hospitals is 40
days compared to the eight-day-average
in
the States. The overall rates are just cheaper.
for a Mitsubishi plant.

Kyoto

In Japan,

been

too strong for Americans to compete well.

The Inescapeable Trade Imbalance

press for entrance is great.

America firms doing

Japan are exporting to the States

Friday, July 19

varied but particularattention was given to

tsunomiya

.

business

Tuesday, July 16
Morioka

long time coming.

em

imbalancein

goddess worship. The emperor comes to
worship here since he is supposed to be a
direct descendantof this goddess. But there
are political overtonesto this shrine. There
is no problem when the emperor comes to
worship; he has no political power. But when
the Prime Minister comes here to pay his
respects, the Japanese raise the issue of the
separation between church and state. Another
internationalparallel.
From Ise we traveled to Nagoya again, the

-*urday, July 13

'•‘Sakushin Gakuin

are worshipped.The second is a site of sun

Bridging The Gap
This morning’s seminar helped sort out
some of our experiences. A panel discussion
focused on the differences between our two
countries.

Toshimichi Hirai works for an American
in Japan. Since he
is in the computer business he refers to
American business people as digital and the
Japanese as analog. And he is in the difficult
business of trying to bridge the gap. Decisionmaking in Japanese business is very timeconsuming (analog) but the implementation
firm which does business

continuedon page 12
Jon Huisken has
been the registrar at
Hope since 1970. A
graduate of Calvin
College in 1965,
Huisken also presently
teaches a course at
Davenport College in
Grand Rapids. Among
his other published
works was an article
on education in
Perspectives in

Coven-

ant Education.

ELEVEN

Peace

sides must

Moves

continued from page

compromise

if

The Soviets have vowed to
resume their testing if we test, and we have.
We say that our anti-satellite weapons are
purely defensive in character. The Soviets
reply that a weapon is a weapon, whether it
is defensive or offensive is a factor only of
the direction in which the weapon is pointed.
Thus “defensive star wars” weapons must be
countered by the Soviet Union just as any

an agreement is to

be reached, since at the present time the

satellites is not.

two

sides are at odds about everthing except

8

meeting.
Recent talks between new Foreign Minister
proposal
Eduard Shevardnadze and Secretary of State
superpowGeorge Shultz and President Reagan on Sept.
ers' nuclear delivery systems and warheads,
7 and 26 were described as frank. The word
and then a 50 percent reduction, are “soft
“frank” in diplomatic language means that
figures.” The “devil” is in the detail.
there was no agreement. Both sides are
The Soviet proposal was describedas
requiring that neither superpower concentrate talking,however, and making proposals and
more than 60 percent of their arsenal in either that is better than two years ago. Soon both
sides will have to quit public posturing for
land, submarine, or bomber forces. The
1

9 .

Numbers given

out on the Soviet

of a 40 percent reduction in both

1

among

nuclear

bombs and

warheads carried by bombers, submarines,
and land-basedmissiles.
The overall Soviet strategic force is found
primarily on

its

land-based missiles. Almost

70 percent of its explosiveforce is carried
by land-basedintercontinentalballistic
missiles (ICBMs). Roughly 30 percent
sub-launched Soviet missiles carry the rest.
In the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty
(START) negotiations,the Soviets proposed
to reduce the number of nuclear delivery
systems. No specificlimit was proposed for
warheads but Soviet negotiators talked of
“nuclear charges,”

a

category they said also

included bombs, and cruise missiles, where

United States is ahead, along with ICBM
warheads.
When you talk of a 40 percent or 50
percent cut across the board, this will merely
maintain the status quo, a situation the
Reagan administration has said favors the
Soviet Union. Both sides would like to cut
the forces of the other side that poses the
most threat to them. It is obvious that both

the

Banner Year
continued from

Books

for

This leads me to

my

last

point, which will

surely be controversial at the

November

summit. President Carter, in 1977, felt that
anti-satellite weapons ought to be banned
altogether.Carter reasoned that an
anti-satellite

weapon would

Soviet Union to agree to such

American

Dean

of Arts and Humanities, worked

closely to secure the collection for Hope.

page 7

Hope

Fried, Jensen, and Provost Jacob Nyenhuis,

Lessons Learned...
continued from page II
phase
in

is

very quick, he says

.

It is

the reverse

American business. Decision are made

and 18th centuries. The collection also
extends beyond art to include English and
American literature.

Tuesday, July 23

10 times longer.

Becky Fukuzawa is an American who has Tokyo
married a Japaneseand is now doing research Winding Down
forherdoctorateatNorthwestemUniversity. This morning was spent packing and
Her area is educationand she related to us repacking.We’ve all accumulated a great
some ofthe problems she sees in Japan. The deal of paper and, of course, some gifts,
first is disciplinein the junior high school,
Two-and-one-halfweeks in Japan, packed
subject touched on earlier.Bullying is how full of experiences, exhaustion and exhilira-

a

it’s

referred to. Students are picking on

who

those

tion.

Now, I suppose, I should be an expert.
know I’m not. What I am, however,
lot more sensitive to Japanese issues,

don’t fit into a group. This definitely But I

is a
veers from the Japanese norm of group
particularlyUnited States-Japanese relations.
conformity and loyalty.
Another serious problem, said Becky, is It is as if this two- week excursion has inserted
that school background is over emphasized a finer sieve in my mind than existed before.
in determiningone’s success. There is a
While our group has not become
Japanophiles,we’re probably on the way.
definite pecking order, not only in the
We’ve seen the people and how they live,
universities but also right down the line to
kindergarten. Everyone, it seems, is striving work and think. We’ve had contact with
to get into the best schools so their futures many on a more personal basis and discomay be secure. Only 30 percent of the work
vered that they are humans, like us, with the
same kinds of problems and concerns. They,
force is employed by the large trading
companies who offer lifetime employment. like us, are trying to understand how to live
in a complex world economy and society.
And since these companies typically hire
We are richer because of our experiences
most of their employees from prestigious
schools, the pressure is on.
and have gained some understandingof the
Reaching conclusions through this discus- Japanesewhich would not have been possible
sion, and other observations, gave us more without our going there. And for that, I’m
insight into the way the Japanese think and very grateful to the College, the United
behave. We’ve found that since schools are States-Japanese Foundation,and the Baileys
so exam-oriented,decisions about career of Eariham College for leading us a step
paths are made very early. Also, making further into understandingJapan.
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emeritus of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts,

good problem-solver.

rapidly (digital) but implementationis about

continually raise the stakes. And

when
when,

art history student.”

to negotiate.

in the Baroque and Italianand French 17th

college and university learning easier than

and intentions,about our risking a war

we

—

threat, its desires

to a friend. Perry T. Rathbone, director

The

Reagan administration, on the other hand,
said that not conducting the tests would have
consolidated the Soviets advantage plus the
tests provide an “incentive” for the Soviets

the

At the moment the books were being
trucked to Holland, Dr. Wunder suggested

a

Weapons aimed at ballistic missiles are
forbiddenunder the 1972 Antiballistic
Missile Treaty, but testing them against

Critics of the tests say the race is on.

factual knowledgebut is not a particularly

confidant, to act as liaison for the College

about the Soviet Union as

if ever, will we be willing to risk a little
peace?
The National Council of Catholic Bishops
in their pastoral letter, “The Challenges of
Peace: God’s Promise and Our Response,”
wrote: “. we are called to express our loyalty
to the deepest values we cherish: peace,
justice, and security for the entire human
family. Nationalgoals and policies must be
measured against that standard.”
It will take some thought, not wishing to
weaken the nation’s will, but having a duty
to be concerned for the nation’s soul.

Japanese graduatewho possessesgood

Fried.

com-

Reality demands more serious thinking

They last longer and are more capable so we
do not need as many.
The Soviet Union has wanted a moratorium
on testing anti-satellite weapons, but the
Sept. 13 test took place. On Sept. 17, the
United States succesfully destroyeda simulated “Soviet”rocket with a laser beam.

pre-college educationsresults in having a

getting such a wonderful gift here,” states

professor emeritus, close friend and

a spirit of

gradually untangled.

what art books he did not
wish to keep. Rathbone, too, had recently
moved out of a large house into an apartment.
The Rathbone gift “in no way overlaps the
Wunder collection,but, in fact, compliments
it,” Dryfhout observes.
The Rathbone books, on the most part,
pertain to the Italian Renaissance,whereas

“John deserves 90 percent of the credit for

Dryfhout then asked Paul Fried,

However, if there is

promise, the log jam of problems might be

ban, and to

dismantleits own anti-satellite weapons.
Carter and senior military officials
explained that anti-satellite weapons targeted
against the Soviet Union, and visa versa, is
an early warning and comunicationssatellites
could blind and deafen both superpowers’
abilityto back away from an all-out war.
During 1978and 1979, efforts were made to
ban anti-satellite weapons with no success.
The Afghanistaninvasion in 1979 saw the
end to those negotiations.
Scores of satellites, on which both rely for
vital information, are at stake. The United
States has about 50 military-intelligence
gathering satellites in orbit and the Soviets
have about 100. Our satellites are better,
since we always have been five to 10 years
ahead of the Soviets in the scientificfield.
then

so long to finish.

help prod the
a

weapon.”

The problems are not simple. The solutions
must be equally complex , thus iris unlikely
that immediate solutions will be achieved
from a summit meeting. For example,
agreements on finalizingthe SALT II talks
took seven years. In fact, the agreements
never made it out of the Senate but both
countries abided by SALT II because it took

serious bargaining.

overall American strategicforce is about
equally divided

“offensive

that he also donate

Wunder

collection is particularly strong

Numerous rare

printings and

first

editions

can be found as well. Hundreds of exhibition
catalogues from all over the world (most of

which were printed in small quantities and
are therefore unobtainable today), as well as

long runs of art and other periodicals, give
a good balance to the collection.
Dr. Wunder’

s

interest in

books goes back

well beyond his college days (his three

degrees are from Harvard). When he began
assemblinghis library in earnest, he made a
point of specializing in certain areas: old
master drawings, American art, museum
publications, biographiesand travel books.
As chief curator of The National Museum
of American Art and director of the
Cooper-Hewitt Museum of Design, both
branches of the Smithsonian Institution,he
formed his library to be geared to his research
needs. So, he acquired books which were not
duplicated in the Smithsonian’slibrariesat
that time.
‘The quality of this gift will enable us to

. .

Wilson

also notes that the

catalogues in the

Wunder

many exhibition

collection should

help in developing future exhibitions in the

DePree Gallery.
Before the collection can be shelved and
catalogued,each book must be listed and
appraised. Jensen says the library staff is
processing the books and hopes to have them
available later in the 1985-86 school year.
The collectionincludes runs of more than
25 periodicals — so far. They range from
Furniture History to the Metropolitan
Museum Bulletin to World War I Stars and
Stripes. Best of all though, many of the
Wunder volumes add to and fill existing gaps
in the Van Zoeren collections.
In addition to writings in English,
periodicals can be found in French, Italian,
German and Russian, reflectingthe donor’s
scholarship. For example, in the collection
is a complete run of the Bulletin of The
Societe de 1’Histoirede Art Francais, from
1876 to the present, as well as The
Connoisseur from 1888 on.
Some of the rare books will find their way
behind the secure glass in the library’s
Heritage Room. The Art Journal dating from
1849 to 1887 will be among them, and
perhaps some New York and Washington
newspapers of the 1830’s.
“Until we can get the books appraised,”
comments Jensen, “it is very hard to put an
exact dollar value on this marvelous gift.
What I can say, though, is that Hope could
never have afforded these books if the
College were to have collected them on its
1’

own.”

materials of this calibarare usually found in

It is thought that the collection may be
worth in the hundreds of thousands of dollars.
“A lifetime of collecting went into this
library,” says Jensen. “While many

graduatelibraries.If we use this collection
properly, we should be able to offer more
courses and beef up our curriculum for the

value is that these items have been kept
together to form a coherentcollection.”

concentrate within particular areas and eras
of art history,” says John Wilson, professor
of art history. “Research and reference

individual items are valuable, the greatest
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Baseball Beat:

A Day
in Holm
the Life
by Doug

The Detroit Tiger clubhouse teems with
nervous energy several hours before game
time. Players mill about. Lance Parrish
swings Dan Petry’s “no-slice” golf club.
Chet Lemon dresses quietly while Kirk
Gibson, still in street clothes,reads fan mail.
Country music is blaring from the stereo until
Darrell Evans flicks the dial to a pop station.
Booth Newspapers baseball writer Vem
Plagenhoef goes to work, joining the
clubhouse scene, talking with Gibson and
Dave Bergman and stopping to joke with
Frank Tanana. The 1968 Hope graduate has
been Booth’s Tiger beat man since 1981,
spending time in clubhouses,stadium press
boxes, planes and hotels from Boston to
Seattle.

Now, however, he’s back in Detroit for a
week-long homestand beginning with a
three-game series with the Kansas City
Royals. At about 2:30 p.m., Plagenhoef
begins the expressway trip from his Livonia
home to Tiger Stadium in downtown Detroit.
Driving on the JeffriesFreeway (which he
says he’s done so often he can do it in his
sleep), he talks about problems the Tigers
had experiencedduring 1985.
Sports have always dominated
Plagenhoef s mind-set. While at Hope, he
played three years of baseball and two of
football.
A physical education major who intended
to teach and coach, he instead acceptedan
offer to

work

at

the

Holland Sentinel in 968
1

,

feeling he didn’t have the patience to teach
well.

One problem though: he had no

“I was blind,” he admits. “1 had no idea

was doing except that I had an
appreciation for sports. But in terms of
writing and such, it was all trial and error.
I

All of it.”

A year later he moved on to the Grand
Rapids Press, one of eight newspapers in the
Booth chain . (Booth also has papers in Ann
Arbor, Muskegon, Kalamazoo, Jackson,
Bay City, Saginaw and Flint.) Among other
things, he covered local sports, college
basketball (including the

NCAA

basketball

tournament’s“Final Four” from 1973-79), as
well as the Tigers. In 1977-78 he covered
Michigan State football for all Booth newspapers. When Booth decided to have one
person cover the Tigers for all eight newspapers in 1981, Plagenhoef moved on again,
leaving the Grand Rapids area for Detroit.
As “co-op” beat writer, Plagenhoefhas no
office and takes full responsiblity for his
work schedule and work habits. He has no
main locale to report to and his office is
wherever he might be at the time — be it
stadium pressbox,locker room, home or
hotel.

“I’m just sort of cut-off from everybody
little dinghy behind the big
tugboat,” he laughs.
He arrives at Tiger Stadium about 3 p.m.,
five hours before game time, parking in a
special lot for sports writers,club employees
and ballplayers.

else, like a

'

Free Press writer keeps Plagenhoef from
being the only person working this early.
Outside, the grounds crew waters the infield
while two clubhouseboys play catch in front
of the visitor’s dugout. The empty stands are
a sea of blue and orange, mostly blue.
Plagenhoef is responsible for two stories
each game, one game story and a “notes”
piece of interestinginformation or recent

1979. “Vem understandsthe game, there’s
tell he played

associate with them, then

college ball.”

professional demeanor.

“If sports writers haven’t participated in

Fridays, Plagenhoef spends several
at

home, phoning baseball writers from
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I’m going to

“What becomes so importantis

the

what’s involved in, say, hitting the right cut-

“You can

off man,” Plagenhoef says. “It’s important

they have to be embarrassed.That can be

for a writer to

game

in a

know

there’s more involved

,

a

written with “a

diary of the 984 season
1

lot

was

of Roger’s ideas and a lot

of

—

As

a

baseball writer he must confront players

with tough questions about their mistakes and
often criticize them in print. He

is

constantly

with the team but must remaiuat a distance
in order to write objectively.
“I try not to

I’m

a

writer.I

sit

.

I’m not

a

if

them, but

you’re subtle. ...

I don’t think

If you’re

honest

Plagenhoef returns to the pressbox with
enough informationto write his two stories
for the next day’s papers. During the game
he wrote little,taking notes and checking
statistics instead. Now he and his fellow
writers busy themselves with their stories.
Things become serious. Deadlines must be
met. The pressbox is quiet except for the
click, click, click of portable computers and
an occasional question from a writer about
the

game.

“The toughest part

is to write

two stories

every day and not get caught using the

same

adjectives or talking to the

same

players,”

Plagenhoef says. “It’s really difficult to be
creative every day.”
About two hours after the game ended, he
finishes and sends his storiesto the papers
by computer. He finished early tonight. So
he takes the nearly-deserted Jeffrieshome.
“I like this job because I like baseball,”
he says. “To me, every game
for some reason, 1 haven’t

is

differentand

grown weary of

I have grown weary of traveling.
Once Plagenhoef calculated how much

baseball.

time he spent on the road following the Tigers

and

it

came

to five months each year. Fine

for a bachelor, but Plagenhoef has a family
to raise

10.

—

two boys, Scott, 12, and Brent,

And being away from them

has

him

contemplatinga change.
“I’ve gotten calls on the phone from the
family during periods when pets have died,
and it’s very difficult to console someone
over the phone. I mean you like to be there
just for a hug. The responsiblity I feel as a
parent is great enough that I really feel I’ve
neglected them in the course of this job. So,
althoughI still like baseball, my first
responsibilityis to them."
He pulls into the driveway about :30
a.m. All is quiet; the house dark. A not-so
eventful ending to a busy day.
1

show emotion,”he says. “I’m

not a part of the team

done

criticize

with them, they’ll come to respect you.”

than just hitting a ball.”

other cities for possible “Notebook” entries

being able to go beyond the line-score and
who-hit-the-home-run-whenfacts. Having
more than a general knowledge of baseball
helps the writer ask the right questions and
After riding the elevator to the third-floor
defend his statements.
pressbox,he peruses statistics from yester"I don't have to be around writers too
day’s game in Minnesota, copying each
player’s stats from a binder of game-to-game much to know who knows the game,” says
boxscores into another notebook. A Detroit Sparky Anderson, Tigers manager since

if

try to maintain a

relationshipwith the players,” he continues.

my creativity,”Plagenhoef says. Craig
would talk into a tape recorder, and about
every other day give a tape to Plagenhoef,
and sharing any relevant informationin
who would then transcribeand type what the
return.His calls continue until he leaves for
coach
said.
the stadium,where he tries to finish the
“Even after the first couple months, I could
column before game time.
“It’s a day-long process,” he says. “Fridays hardly wait to get to the tapes to see what he
had to say,” he adds with a laugh.
are the worst day of the week. There’s no
Tonight’s game proves to be a disappointTGIF in baseball.”
ment
for Detroit fans. Not only did die
The network of communication he has
built is an integral part of his job, not only Royals beat the Tigers 4-2 before a national
television audience,but the Tigers beat
during the season, but also in the winter
themselves,losing a game they could have
months. Following the Tigers is a year-long
easily won. Before the game, Plagenhoef
assignment,with Major League winter
spent time on the field and in both dugouts
meetings, the Tigers’ annual state press tour
as well as the Tiger clubhouse.The talk
and occasional business-related events to
flowed easily between the writers and the
cover. But Plagenhoef also has to keep
players were loose. The post-game scene,
abreast of news baseball fans savor on a cold
however, is quite different.
winter’s night: trades and trade rumors,
Several half-eatenpizzas lay in the middle
free-agent signings, front-officemanuevers,
of the Tiger clubhouseas a few players flee
anything involving the players and clubs.
And here the communication network with home. Pen and notepad in hand, Plagenhoef
talks for some time with two of the game's
other writers is a necessity.
major characters: pitcher Dan Petry, who
“There’s sort of an agreement among some
pitched well, and Darrell Evans, whose error
of us that if you have a parcel of information
in the ninth inning led to two Royal runs.
that might help somebody else, then you give
the guy a call,” he says. “This communication It’s not easy. Evans looks despondent; Petry
is frustrated.They aren’t in the best mood to
network is part of the repertorialaspect of
answer his questions.
being a baseball writer.”
But he needs the information and gets it.
So is having a knowledge of the game

hours

I

sports, then it’s very difficult to understand

Inside Pitch

items.

play down on the field. But,

no question about that. You can

A book-writingventure last season, with
developments.For the Booth Sunday papers,
then-Tiger pitching coach Roger Craig has
he also writes a column he calls the “Sunday
provided him with a better insight into
Notebook,” comprised of a feature story,
baseball’s “behind-the-scenes”
information.
statistics, quotes, trade rumors and other
On

journalisticbackground.

what

Baseball talk: Vern Plagenhoef 68 talks with Detroit Tigers Manager Sparky Anderson about the ins and outs of Tiger baseball.

ballplayer.

up in the third deck, they
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Fund

Challenging Year for Annual Alumni
The 1985-86 Annual Alumni Fund Campaign hopes to raise at least $700,000 from
6,700 alumni. Over 300 alumni are involved in the campaign through their letters as
Class Reps and phone calls as Phonathon leaders and volunteers.
A decade of growth has marked the Annual Alumni goals. The 1984-85 campaign,
under the leadership of Phyllis Brink ’58 Bursma, totaled$701,448 from a record 6,408

alumni. The Alumni Fund has passed the previous year’s giving for 11 years.
"This will be a challenging year with The Campaign for Hope also in progress ,” stated
Cindy Pocock, Director of Annual Funds. “We hope our alumni will not forget about
the Annual Fund drive and will be able to support both endeavors.”

Class Representatives
Ives
1920
George H. Vanderborgh

1932
Lawrence De Cook
Grand Rapids. Mich.
1933
Arloa Van Peursem Tysse
Ivoryton, Conn.
1934
James Z. Nettinga

Lakeland, Fla.

1921
Harold E. Veldman

1944
Vernon L. Boersma
Holland, Mich.
1945
Janet Bogart Wolbrink
Fennville, Mich.
1946
Paul G. Fried »
Holland, Mich.
1947
Louise TerBeek Claver
Grand Rapids, Mich'.
1948
Lucile Yonkman Holland
Allegan, Mich.
1949
WilliamC. Bennett
Holland, Mich.
1950
Charles W. Link
Catskill,N.Y.
1951
Hugh M. Campbell
Portage, Mich.
1952
Ruth Koeppe De Young
Waupun, Wis.
1953
Randall B. Bosch
Bayville, N.Y.
1954
Richard K. Weisiger
Wyckoff, N.J.
1955
Lucille Van Heest Schrocder
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
1922
Matthew W. Van Oostcnberg
Cadillac, Mich.
Encinitas,Calif.
1923
1935
James & Jeanette Hoffman Neckers Lillian Mulder Dalman
Carbondale, III.
Fennville, Mich.
1924
1936
isla Pruim Van Eenenaam
Stanley V. Joeckel
Holland, Mich.
Wayne, N.J.
1925
1937
Martin & Martha Koppenaal
Charles A. Steketee
Hoeksema
Holland, Mich.
Holland, Mich.
1938
1926
Paul W. Holleman
Gerrit & Mildred E. Ramaker Kemme Grandville, Mich.
Zeeland, Mich.
1939
1927
Cornelius J. Steketee
Ralph L. Muller
Holland, Mich.
Muskegon, Mich.
1940
1928
Grace Toren
Clarissa Poppen Yager
Chicago, 111.
Holland, Mich.
1941
1929
Fred S. Bertsch, Jr.
Dirk

Mouw

Stuart,Fla.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
1930
H. Sidney Heersma
Kalamazoo, Mich.
1931
Eunice Hyma Bos
Holland, Mich.

1942
John Maassen
Lansing,

111.

1943
Florence

Dykema Morgan

Clinton, N.Y.

1956

1967

ChristineCloetingh Baird

J.

Canajoharie, N.Y.

Houston, Texas

1957

1968

Carl L. DeVree

Daniel Krueger

HighlandPark, N.J.
1979
James & Rebecca Brookstra French

Grandville, Mich.

Holland, Mich.

Naperville, 111.

1958
West Linn, Ore.
1959
David E. VandeVusse
Eaton Rapids, Mich.

Lynn Archambeau Siam
Holland, Mich.
1969
Bruce & Susan Bosman Formsma
Holland, Mich.
1970

1960

Stanley J. Sterk

Carol RylanceMacGregor
Houston, Texas

Hudsonville, Mich.

Virginia VanderborghDeVries

1980
Carol Mahrlock

Ann Arbor, Mich.
1981
WilliamVanEyl-Godin
Grand Rapids, Mich.
1982
Kay Neevel Brown
Colts Neck, N.J.
1983
Jan Anderson
FarmingtonHills, Mich.
1984
Jeff Beswick
Jenison, Mich.
1985
James Bos

1971
Glenn Lowe
Grand Rapids, Mich.
1972
Robert & Jean Mating Luyendyk
Grandville, Mich.
1973
Douglas & Sue BrugginkEdema
Grand Rapids, Mich.
1974
James B. McFarlin
Detroit,Mich.
1975
Deborah Maxwell Cornell
Plymouth,Mich.

1961
Arlene Cizek Schoon
Munster,Ind.
1962
Betty Whitaker Jackson
Randolph,N.J.
1963
Paul A. Kleinheksel
Fennville, Mich.
1964
Linda Walvoord Girard
Barrington, 111.
Carolyn Church Turkstra
Hinsdale,

1978
Scott & Metal Saylor Ponder

Stephen Larkin

III.

1965
Sally Steketee Tapley

Grand Rapids, Mich.
1966
Graham & Karla Otting Duryee
Holland, Mich.

Ceritos,Calif.

1976
Nancy Groene Hendricks
Royal Oak, Mich.
1977
Lewis & Cynthia Bere Ten Have
Houston, Texas

PHONATHONS
Kalamazoo

Ed Martin' 54
Kurt Droppers'79

Detroit

Bill

Muskegon

John Schrier '55

November?

Chicago

S.

November

Grand Haven
Rochester
Texas

Cyndy Hartman '74 Nyboer
Bill Cook '66
Gwynne Bailey '70 Vanderwall

October

28

November 4

1

1

Van Faasen'70

Craig

VanZantenJr.'77

/

Are you a

snowbird?

\

few

Do you leave your permanent residence for a
\
months each year for another location? so, please send us
your name, new address, and phone number (optional),so
we may keep in touch with you during your temporary stay
If

November 12

Albany
Los Angeles
WashingtonD.C.

Don '70 & Chris March '69Kazen
Tim Van Heest ’76
Fran Hooper '7 1

November 13

Lansing
New Jersey
San Francisco

Dave '73 & Teresa Penhorwood '82 Johnson
Bruce Hoffman '61
Cathy Krueger'77 Kedzie

November 14

Philadelphia

Duane '49 & Phyllis Sherman '50 Booi

November 8

Grand Rapids/Grandville/
Hudsonville

Bob Cooper '72
Steve Berger '76

November 19

Grand Rapids/Grandville/
Hudsonville

Tom

November 25

Holland/Zeeland

Valorie Martinie '77 Weerstra

November 26

Holland/Zeeland

Neil’66& Karen Dryfhout’66 DeBoer

December 2

Holland/Zeeland

Al'64 & Jane Woodby '63 Osman

December 3

Holland/Zeeland

Carrie Walchenbach '81 Homkes

1

_/=\

_

(g>

/=>_

elsewhere.We would love

to hear

from you.

Roger Kleinheksel '60
Maas

'78

vr/ o

Nome
Street

Address

Phone Number

How Long

Will

You Be

I

-

At This

Address?

SEND TO: College Relations, Hope College, Holland, Ml 49423
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Generaticn
Students
Hope
Row

and fourth generation students.

is all-in-the-family for these third

1: Fourth Generation.

MaryMeengs, of Grand

Rapids, Mich., daughter of Marilyne

Roelofs ’59 Meengs, granddaughterof John Meengs

11’ 32, great-granddaughter of John
Meengs, Sr. '98; Charles Zwemer of Troy, Mich., grandson of Adrian ’26 and Mary
Crouch ’27 Zwemer, great-grandson of Frederick James Zwemer ’80, great-great-grandson
of Adrian Zwemer, Prep ’57; Martha Camp of Birmingham, Mich., daughter of Irene
Heemstra ’49 Camp, granddaughterof Clarence ’19 and Marie Welling ’18 Heemstra,
great-granddaughter of John Heemstra '95\ David VerMeulen of Columbus, Ohio, son of
Isla Van Eenenaam ’59 VerMeulen, grandsonof Victor VerMeulen Sr. ’30 and of Gordon
’24 and Isla Pruim ’24 Van Eenenaam, great-grandsonof John VerMeulen, Prep ’94;
Jenni Thompson of Ann Arbor, Mich., daughterof Norman '53 and Marcia Veldman
’56 Thompson, granddaughterof Harold ’21 and Pearl Paalman ’24 Veldman,
great-granddaughter
of Henry Veldman ’95; Kathryn VerBeek of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
daughterof Carl ’59 and Sandra Dressel '59 VerBeek, granddaughterof Otto Dressel
’32 and of John VerBeek ’26, great-granddaughter
of Gilbert Haan ’88.

Row 2: Third Generation.Jill McCandlessof
MacFachron’58 McCandless, granddaughterof

Port Huron, Mich., daughterof Jane

Dam ’24 MacFachron; iemn/er
Brown of Clarks Summit, Penn., daughter of Frederick ’59 and Barbara Sanko ’60 Brown,
granddaughterof Minne Rozeboom ’24 Sanko; Ray Tanning of Naperville, 111., son of
Nicholas Canning II, ’59, grandson of Nicholas ’30 and Lenore Nykamp ’31 Canning;
Sue Looman of West Allis, Wise., daughter of Gary John ’63 and Roberta Brookman
’63 Cooman, granddaughterof Abraham Cooman \5\Joy Portinga of Marshall, Mich.,
daughterof David ’59 and Judith Kollen ’64 Portinga, granddaughterof Clarissa
Gunneman ’38 Kollen and of Myron Portinga '36, Amy Braun of Ionia, Mich. , daughter
ofCarol Northcott ’52 Braun, granddaughterof Harriet Vanderbush ’26 Northcott; Brenda
Hoffman of Grand Rapids, Mich. , daughter of Vernon ’56 and Carol DeVries ’57 Hoffman,
granddaughterof Justin Hoffman ’22; Betsy VandenBergof Martin, Mich., daugtherof
Jeanen Baldwin ’62 VandenBerg, granddaughterof Geneva Kleinheksel’34 Baldwin.
Jean Van

'

Row

3: Third Generation.William "Bob” Angus of Cansing, Mich. , son of David Angus
grandsonof Joyce Buikema ’25 Angus; 7/m DeWi/r of Holland, Mich., son of Dennis
’63 and Mary Kuiper ’63 DeWitt, grandson of Alma Kuiper ’33; Kurt Bouman of Cape
Elizabeth, Maine, son of William ’62 and Cynthia Bordewyk ’63 Bouman, grandsonof
William Bouman ’35; Mark DeWitt of Holland, Mich., son of Dennis '63 and Mary
Kuiper '63 DeWitt, grandson of Alma Kuiper '33; Ray Ritsema of Holland, Mich. , son
of Robert ’57 and Mary Ferguson ’57 Ritsema,grandsonof Hazel Cokker ’27 Ferguson;
Greg Vinstra of Kalamazoo, Mich., son of H. Raymond ’58 and Sharon Hackman ’58
Vinstra, grandson of Andrew Vinstra ’29.
’54,

Dear

Mom &

continued from page

Dad, I’m a Puller!

20

and told us we didn’t have much time left.
They said in 20 minutes the judges would be
bly, we were always ahead, or so it seemed.
around to measure the rope. But WE WERE
On most of our heaves we took rope. People
WINNING The 20 minutes seemed like the
were screaming,yelling and snapping
longest time. Finally down to 15 and 10. I
pictures everywhere. It got hard to hear but began to cry. Gail kept telling me to hang on.
our morale girls did a good job getting the
Then the judges announced we had gained
signals to us.
more rope than the sophomores. Only eight
It felt weird to look around. When I looked
feet. Boy was that close. The crowd, our
up all I could see was the green leaves on
coaches and the team went crazy.
the trees overhead and the heads of so many
When ’88 let go, we reeled in the rope for
people I didn’t know. Every once and awhile the victory. It was the sweetest feeling to
I would hear my name being called and knew
have all that rope pass through your hands.
someone was watching . I had to do my best.
Emotions burst all over. The Pull team was
All through the Pull we kept heaving and
laughing, crying, smiling, fallingdown,
heaving. My ribs hurt and the rope burned jumping into the river, hurting, yelling.
the inside of my armpit with each heave. But
People were cheering, slapping our backs
I couldn’t let the pain control me. I knew if
and hugging us. It felt so special.
I didn't hang in for dear life the other team
Afterward we gathered for a prayer and a
would gain. Sometimes 1 wanted to loosen cheer for ’88. In all our excitement, we had
Surprisingly,it went fast. And unbelieva-

!

my

grip just a littleto ease the pain but

1

figured if the other team heaved, the rope
burning through my hands would hurt more.
I

wanted

to

win so bad.

After two hours the coaches came around

remember how

to

Back

at

campus, people

congratulated me.

“Wow,
it”

and

I

sad they felt.

They

I

didn’t even

know

said things like

thought you guys could never do

“I’ll bet it feels great
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now

that

it’s

Some even said, “You
You see, we
were the double underdogs.We are freshmen
plus the sophomores had won last year. Not
many people expected them to lose.
We believed in ourselves all along and we
proved we had heart. We didn't make fools
of ’88, it’s just that someone had to win.
When you think about it, they are pullers just
over and you won.”
sure

made

fools out of ’88.”

like us and they trained just as hard.
It was difficult to stand there and listen.
Don’t get me wrong, I appreciated their
thoughts but I had a lot of great feelingsand
mixed emotions going through my heart and
mind. I didn’t know what to feel. But then
I realized no one would understand N Only a
puller would.
Got to go now . Another puller stopped by.
Take care. I’ll write again soon.

to be placed in a

now

scrapbook.All

are the memories and

that

remains

my ripped '89

shirt.

We

filled in our pits today and

hard to walk away.

it

was really

went too fast.
Our team is still hanging around together.
We see each other at lunch or walking to
class and we’ll talk about the Pull. You can’t
get it out of your system, no matter how hard
you try.
1 am looking forward to next year’s Pull
and being a part of the great, big family
again. Trainingwill be hard, I know, and
next year’s freshmen will be just as tough to
beat. But it really doesn’t matter. Our team
is very specialand there’sno way we’ll ever
It

all

lose that feeling.

I love

you both.

Oct. 2, 1985
Well everythingis back to normal. Or at
least it seems like it is. 1 miss pulling so much.
All the posters and signs of encouragement
Gail made me are now stored away, waiting
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Reunion Class of 1975
Row Don Wickstra, Deborah
1 :

Weiss Sturtevant, Pam Getty, Cherly Blare King,

Pamela

Gates Zinn, Debbi Doom Vander Lind, Saudi Balducci Miller, Jan Weitz, Mary
Zondervan-Schouten, Debra Dowlyn Vivian, Terry Fuller Zweering, Phil Geeley, Julie
Marcellas VanOostenburg, Ed Chavez, Rick VanOss, Dan Boote, Lee Keen, Nancy
Oosting Wagner, Glenn Wagner;
Row 2: David Cluley, Dennis Sturtevant, Matt Rumpsa, Vicki WiegerinkRumpsa, Kathy
Karle, Jill Morrone Lewis, Harvey Burkhour, Paul Cornell, Deborah Maxwell Cornell,
Bruce Martin, Jim Hale, Bill Lawton, Mary Koeppe Luidens, Bob Luidens, Claire
Campbell Boersma, Bill Boersma;
Row 3: Brian Vriesman, Linda Guth Trout, Lynn Hermet Kamps, Greg Slenk, Pam
Fisher Bell, Jane Goeman, Janice Bares White, Bob Carlson, Kathy Jo Blaske, Kurt

Pugh, Ken Hoesch, Jared Thomas, Jerry Root, Scott VanOostendorp, Todd Engle;
Row 4: Janet BrevickNaymick, Joni Stevens Wagenmaker, Patti Kort Klingenberg,Judy
Westenbroek Girod, Ken Schmidt, Jean Boven Norden, Ray Lubberts;
Row 5: Arlene Dekker Akker, Jane Voogd Lowe, Jeff Pen, Gary Belanus, Karen
Johnson-Weiner, Kathy KitchenmasterBerger, Steve Kupres, Tom Claus, Paul Hendricks,
John Koeppe, Marilyn Spreng, Susan Meeusen, William DeBlock;
Row 6: Claire VanderMeulen Gibbs, Dick Kamps, Bob Klein, Rita denHartog Stevens,
John Kloosterboer,Katie Elliott Brana, Janice Fraaza, Sue VanBranteghemAnsel;
Row 7 : Carol KornoeljeBoruta, Dan Wiersma, Dennis TeBeest, Barbara Brehm Taylor,
Marjorie DeKam Boerman, Cindy Arnold Pocock, Nancy VanHeest Vanden Berg, Lori
Norden, Janet Koop Brondyke, Mary Scott Dekker, Nora Bauman Joyce;
Row 8: Gordon Callam, Neil Clark, Bob Myers, Mary Vlieger DeYoung.

Reunion Class of 1980
Row 1: Jennifer Nielsen Mulvaney, Lori Anderson Terkeurst, Judy Cook VanderZwaag,
Diane Barr Brace, Karen Hoogerwerf, Lynn Davis Jeffery, Kathy Shiflett Burmeister,
Janet Lawrence, Jenni Liggett, DeliaGanley, Debbie Grimm Anderson, Bill Anderson;
Row 2: Doug Mulvaney, Nancy Geldersma Wood, Tim Wood, David Chan, Nancy Kerle
Cope, Renata Smart, Janis Lundeen DeVree, Kris Bennett, Vicki Bailey, Barb Allan
Whaley, Kris Hyde, Paula Nutter Gelpi, Ronni Nivala, Debra Dykhouse Hass;
Row 3: Ann Helmus VanEerden, Ruth Van Slooten Howard, Sue Sharp Anker, Kim
Osterman Knight, Ann Hilbelink Camp, Bill Terkeurst, Sandy Blodgett Bader, Patricia
Walker Stokes, Shelley Harnden Cote, Lori WolfVanArendonk, Lynne Schack Sanchez,

SIXTEEN

Brenda Dieterman Mackinnon, Sally Boers Cote, Doris Kellom;
Row 4: Anne Powe, Barbara Arneson Osburn, Brian Brooks, Leigh Boelkins Van Kempen,
Lisle Westfall, Woehrle, Denise Arthur Pollice, Sally Berger Reschke, Elissa Van Gent
Webster,Carol Mohrlock, Geneva Malone, Stacy Burris Walters, BethBischoffMarrie,
Steven Peachey, John Peachey, Tim Griffin;
Row 5: Ross Nykamp, Craig Groendyk, Tom Keizer, David Bruins, Ken Bekkering, Andy
Birner, Sue Brouwer, Barbara Pell Slotman, Lynne Maxwell, Carol Arnoldink,Dave
Sterk, Taylor Holbrook, John VanArendonk,Tom Kasten, Douglas Van Der Meulen,
John Byl.
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ALUMNI NEWS
alumni beat

planned for the anniversary date. Dr. Eugene Jekel,

magazine, the nationalpublicationof the United

current sponsor and advisor, along with the executive

PresbyterianWomen. Ruth is also a member of the

committee are planning this event.If you haven'tbeen

planning division of the Synod of the Covenantand a
member of the Synod's cabinet on ethnic affairs. She

contacted, please call Dr. Eugene Jekel at (616)
by Venn Schipper ’51

392-5111, ext. 3214.
A specialthank you to all those who have submitted

Associate Director of College Relations

addresses for lost alumi. Of the 1200 lost, we have

for Alumni Affairs

located

approximately 250. We

go, so please

still

continue to give us

a

have many more to

hand. We would like

send out a "Hope College Alumni" vehicle window

The death of our President Emeritus and friend Dr.
Irwin J. Lubbersis a deep loss for all alumni, parents

to

and friends of Hope. Dr. Lubbers’ foresight established

issue of news from Hope College for the “lost list."

alumni office

the

at

Hope as

he

appointed the

first

decal to

alumni

directorand secretaryduring his time. The success of

those who can

still

help.

news from Hope College. We do our best to

our Alumni Association is in a large part due to Dr.

include as many and as much information about our

Lubbers. We join

alumni as possible.I encourage you to send information

to his wife,

all

alumni

in

expressingour sympathy

Margaret, and the family.We are reminded

to be

shared with your fellowalumni . We have

of the joy of friendshiphe brought to each of us.
“There’sNo Place Like Hope (with apologies to

and loyal alumni body that has

Dorothy)" was our Homecoming theme and how true

events in your

it

We,

it

as

gives. There is truly-noplace like Hope College.

be put into operation during the 1985-86 year.

long tradition of interest

life

includingmarriages,births, degrees,

advancements,awards, helps us maintain a personal
dimension to our publication.Please follow the

churches in South Africa as part of the "Exchange for
Understanding." Since then Ruth has spoken to over 75

analytical laboratories of the

groups and churches about this experience.

Company

50’s

Ottawa High School

B. J.

Vernon Schipper ’51, associatedirectorof college
relations at Hope College, representedthe collegeat the
investiture of the presidentof The Universityof Akron.
Doris Adams’ 52 De Young representedHope College
at the inaugurationof the president of Ripon College.
Leroy Lovelace’52 participatedin a University of

class notes
News and information for class notes, marriages,births
and deaths are compiledfor news from Hope College
The deadline for the next issue is Nov.

interim pastor of the First Reformed Church in
Muskegon. Mich. Roger was honoredfor 21 years of
service as an air force reserveschaplain.The ceremony
was held at Grissom Air Force Base in Indiana.
Phyllis Sherman ’50 Booi is a elementary music teacher
in the North Penn School District.
Evie Van Dam '50 Smallegan was honoredas the
outstandingemployeeof the year in the Zeeland (Mich.)

1.

Chicago seminar. The program was sponsored by

a

ourselves anew to the mission of Hope. RecommendaGerrit Wiegerink ’33 and his wife. Marge, celebrated
tions for the 1986 Distinguished Alumni Award were
their 50th anniversary on July 19. Their golden
also made. They will be announced after the first of the
anniversary was celebrated with a family reunion in

year.

Alumni Association President, Phyllis Bursma,was
campus at the beginning of the year and was able to
spend several hours reviewing the alumni program and
planning the year's activities. This planning time and
the opportunity to be on campus is an important
dimension for a successful presidency in your Alumni

August with their children:Paul ’58 and Gretchen
Wiegerink; Ron ’61 and Marge Kempers '61 Wiegerink;
Vicki ’74 and Matt ’75 Rumpsa; 12 grandchildren and

Association. For all of us on the staff and for you as

presented the prestigiousJohn Dustin Clark Award by

alumni, parents and friends,we express our thanks to

the Central New Mexico Section of the American

on

.

choirs

Phyllis for her

willingnessto give of her time and talent

the benefitof Hope College.
The Michigan Beta Chapter of Alpha Epsilon Delia,

for

the pre-medical honor societyat Hope, will celebrate
their 25th anniversaryon

Nov. 19. A

special

gathering

of Hope alumni, along with the currentactives,is

Tell

Us All

Class Notes: We will print your first and last
name only, for the sake of consistencyin our
publication. If you are a married female
alumna, please tell us your maiden name. If
you go by a different name, such as a middle
name or nickname , we will print it instead of
your first name.
We cannot print informationabout your spouse
if he or she is not a Hope grad. We only have
room to print informationregardingalumni.
Marriages: We cannot publish a marriage
announcementuntil after the wedding has
taken place. Please write us after you are

Clifford Keizer ’39, professoremeritus of chemistry at

New Mexico

Institute

of Mining and Technology,was

40’s
James Riekse ’41 is the chief of staff of Butterwonh
Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Vernon Meerdink ’42 retired from the Air Force in
1973. Since then he has provided semi-monthlypulpit
supply in a yoked parish of four Presbyterian churches
in Murfreesboro, Tenn. He retired from that job last
March. Vemon is a chartermember of the Gem &

appreciated.

Sympathy To: Informationabout

the death of

loved one in your immediate family will be

published upon your request.

Henry Stegenga’56 is the pastor at Calvary Reformed
Church in Holland, Mich.
Richard Ten Haken ’56 was reappointed to the New

amateur lapidarist and “lithophile”.

of schools in the Second Supervisory District of

Monroe-OrleansCounties.
Eleanor De Vries ’57 Lewis is a

part-time lector in practicaltheology at the

in

Melbourne.John

also

pastors a congregation there.

is

superintendent

district manager for

Merwyn VanderLind

both retired this year. A1 taughtmathematics for 37 years

Columbus (Ohio) Division.
John VerBeek ’58 was named the Outstanding Citizen
of the Year by the South Haven (Mich.) Chamber of
Commerce.
Albert Bursma ’59, senior vice presidentof the school
division of D.C. Heath and Company, was a guest
columnist in the The Boston Herald on "Textbook
Standards Needed for Schools".
Larry Ter Molen ’59, vice presidentfor development
and public affairs at the Art Institute of Chicago,
successfullydirecteda fund raising campaignthat netted
the museum $54.8 million in gifts and works of art
valued at $ 4 million . Larry was a member of the Hope
College administrativestaff from 1964-68, serving as
directorof developmentfor two years.

Kenneth Stickney’46 has been selectedfor inclusion
in "The Directory of Distinguished Americans - The
Fourth Edition" for contributionsto religionand
humanities.Kenneth is also included in the "Who's Who
in

Religion - Third Edition.”

Richland area.

1

University’sfirst distinguishedteaching award. Warren

year

begun a scholarship fund

in his

honor. Alumni

may

Apostle

a

freshman at

the

Universityof Arizona-Tucson, Georgia Tech and

Yale University.

Linda Walvoord ’64 Girard will teach a one-day
seminar on "Breaking In To Publishing"for the College
of Lake County.Linda has had published a
biography on

Edmond Halley for

new

childrenentitled:

Earth. Sea. and Sky: The Work of Edmond Halley.

Gary Hieftje ’64 was awarded the 1985 divisionof
analytical

chemistry award

sponsored by the

in

chemical instrumentation

Dow ChemicalCompany

ACS nationalmeeting in Chicago. Gary

is

during the

professorof

chemistry at Indiana University, Bloomingtori.
Richard Bennink ’65 is the associateprofessor of
supervised ministry at WesternTheological Seminary.

Barbara Kouw ’66 Forman is a senior at Thomas M.
Cooley Law School in Lansing, Mich., and is a law
clerk in the areaof labor law at the firm of Sinas,Dramis,
Brake, Boughton, McIntyre & Reisig.Barbara has also
been selected as a staff writer for "MichiganOpinion
Notes," a monthlyMichigan Bar Journal featurethat
summarizes recent important decisionsof the Michigan
Court of Appeals and the Michigan Supreme Court. She
also continues to serve as editor-in-chief
of the Cooley
Law Review.
Patricia Gabbey ’66 Gensel teaches at the University
of

North Carolinaat Chapel Hill. Patricia published her

first

book

a

year

ago entitled: Plant Life

in

the

Devonian

Albert Oosterhof ’66

is a full

professorof educational

research and measurementat Florida State University.
Al’s special interest is with
to

micro-computer applications

educational testing.

Ronald Vanderbeek ’66 resigned the pastorateof the
MiddlebushReformed Church in Somerset, N.J., after
serving there for 1 years. Ronald will be entering a
1

congressional relations at the Departmentof Housing
and Urban Development,has been named vice president
of the Petroleum Equipment Suppliers Association.
Steve will be relocatingin Houston, Texas.
Darlene Kobes ’67 Oosterhofis a computersoftware
specialist in the

department of meteorology at Florida

State University,workingon a National Science
Foundation sponsored projectfor the improvementof
numerical models for weather prediction.

Harold Wills ’67

is

the group employee relations

manager for National Standard Company

in

Corbin , Ky

.

Linda Cuba ’68 teaches Spanish at Manzano High
School in Albuqueque,N.M. Linda is an actress with
the bi-lingualtheater group called“La Compania de
Teatrode Albuquerque." The last production she acted

support Richard's study of the Irish electionsystem.

is

in

a

pannership with her

husband called Hesselink Enterprisesin Chatham.N.Y.

contributeto this fund by sending gifts to the Hillegonds

Gary Looman ’60

Scholarship Fund. If you want additionalinformation

at

on this fund, please contact Harold Ritsemain the

Wis. Gary received specialrecognition from the West

DevelopmentOffice.
Ruth Jorgensen’49 Wierenga is an Elder at the Grand
Haven (Mich.) PresbyterianChurch,on the executive
committeeof the United PresbyterianWomen, serves
as a member of the publicationstaskforce for the
PresbyterianChurch USA to select their new national
publicationand on the advisory board for the "Concern"

Allis
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the

care and corporate gift consultant.

Carol Nelson '60 Hesselink

New York.

Students who felt blessed by the help and counsel of
former Hope Chaplain, William Hillegonds ’49 have

at

Carol is also a pastor’s wife, color consultant,home

60’s

programs with GeorgetownDental School and with

the State College of Optometry in

choir

in was “Bodas de Sangre.”
Timothy Dykstra ’68 is associatedean for instruction
at Herkimer(N.Y.) County Community College.
RichardEngstrom ’68 will be a Fulbrightprofessorat
the National Universityof Ireland at Galway during the
1985-86 academicyear. The Fulbright award will

teachespremedical courses,is director of the premedical
curriculum and has instituted two joint degree seven

s

West Allis, Wis. Roberta

in

’58 is the directorof electronic Mich.
Steve Larkin ’67, deputy assistant secretaryfor

and defense systems for BattelleMemorial Institute's

and Ethelyn taught elementary school for 32 years.

children’

one-year clinical pastoral education residency in Detroit,

Waterford Crystal Inc.

Alvin ’46 and Ethelyn Van Leeuwen ’46 Rezelnian

W. Warren Eickelberg’49 was awarded Adelphi

don't have enough room to
list your children over a year old.
Tell us your name, class year, your spouse’s
name, whether your spouse is a Hope grad,
your child’s name, birthdate, city and state.
Advanced Degrees: Tell us your name, class
year, the name of your degree, name of the
university, month and year. We like to publish
them within one year after your graduation.
Deaths: Any informationyou have will be

California.

RCA

Theological Hall of the PresbyterianChurch of Victoria

a

and is workingon part of an introductorybotany text.

’42,

marriage.

We

March. She took an oral interpretation
course at
Emerson College followed by voice and articulation
coaching. Pat is now an occasional lector on Sunday
mornings and is a graduate of the North Shore Hospice
trainingprogram.
Mary Lou Medendorp ’55 Newsom is a substitute
teacher in the Cajon Valley Union School District in

is

Gordon Van Oostenburg ’46 is the pastor of Richmond
Reformed Church in Walker,Mich.
WillardCurtis ’48 has retired as ministerof the First
PresbyterianChurch in Hastings, Mich. Willard and his
wife, Carolyn Heckeler ’50 Curtis plan to move to the

child’s birth.

Polytechnic Institute.
Pat Pickens ’55 Emery had major prophylacticsurgery

John Muller
is a

at

the inauguration of the president of the Rensselaer

spare time he

married.
Tell us your name, class year, your spouse's
name, whether your spouse is a Hope grad,
the date of your marriage,city and state. Please
try to notify us within one year of your
Births: Please notify us within a year of your

and served as executive secretaryfor

York State Retirement Board. Richard

mission associatein Australia,

and accompanies

Stony Brook. Gerrit had previouslybeen on the faculty
at

William Hoffman ’53 is the senior pastor of the
Bayshore Gardens ReformedChurch in Bradenton, Fla.
He is the ministerof worship and pastoralcare.
Joan Bidder ’53 Zeldenrustwas the guest speaker at
a luncheon of the Sister Lakes (Mich. ) Lions Club. Joan
has taught elementary school, worked as a public

Mineral Society and edits its monthly newsletter.In his
an

With Y ou” for

Hope.Paul Swets ’63 is the pastor of Second Presbyterian
Church in Memphis, Tenn.
Gerrit Wolf ’63 is the dean of HarrimanCollege of
Public Policy and Management and dean of the
management facultyof State University of New York,

last

ChemicalSociety in June.

It

and Gary's oldest daughter is enrolledas

the

one great grandchild.

"Y ou Can't Take

in

United PresbyterianChurch

grant

Chamber of Commercein Munster, Ind.
James Van Hoeven ’54 represented Hope College

Mr. Kirby

Hope Summer Repertory Theatre this past summer.
RobertaBrookmann’63 Looman directs two handbell

from the Lloyd A. Fry Foundation.
Dick Nieusma ’52 teaches restorativedentistryat the
Michael Cardone,Sr., School of Dentistry in Tulsa,

relations officer

Dow Chemical

Midland, Mich.

the

Okla.

30’s

in

Berghorst '63, English and speech teacherat West
in Holland, Mich., performedthe

role of

Correction: Roger Hendicks ’50 is the intentional

Michigan Applied Science

and TechnologyLaboratoriesof

progresses.A good portion of the agenda was spent

as a study session to plan our strategyand to commit

a

member of the 25 United

Public School system.

by Maijory Graves of the Office of College Relations.

Representativesfrom regions will be appointed as the
year

distinct

specifications
for submitting class notes.

The classesof 1975 and 1980 reunited for their ten
and five year reunions. Already we are planning for
severalreunions which will take place in the spring.
The Alumni Board met during the Homecoming
weekend with the additionof four new members,James
Hanson II '80, Steve Norden '74, Mary Schroeder '68
and Bill Tewinkle '76. The new constitution and by-laws
will

a

and support of each other. The sharing of significant

alumni, are aware of the unique lifestyleand
education Hope offers and are grateful for the experience
is!

a

a

PresbyterianWomen nationwide who went to South
Africa for a month on invitationof the women of the

Please see your August

Class notes continues to be one of the most popular
sections of

was selectedlast year as

Gordon Dragt ’62 is a pastor at Middle Collegiate
Church in New York City.
Nancy Sormeveldt’62 Miller is the acting dean for
social sciences at Hope College.
Stan Vugteveen ’62 is the ministerof discipleshipat
Peace Reformed Church in Middleville,Mich.
Robert Bredeweg ’63 is an associatescientist in the

the

is

the senior pastor

and head of staff

Apostle United PresbyterianChurch in West Allis,

Community CommunicationsCorporation

for his

serviceas president during the first three years of its
existance.

_

KatherineReynolds’61 Bittner is pursuing a doctoral
degree in American studiesat Emory University.
Mark DeWitt ’61 is the pastor of Maplewood Reformed
Church in Holland,

Mich.

William Mills ’68 has formed a new partnershipwith
the law firm of Gruel, Mills, Nims & Pylman. The new
firm will specializein trial litigation and is located in

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mary Damstra ’68 Schroeder is on the board of
directorsof the Hope College Alumni Association.
Bill Wichers ’68 is a partner in the law firm of
Honigman Miller Schwartz and Cohn in Detroit, Mich.
Bill works primarily in the areas of environmental,
utility, fuels and

other business legal matters.

_

SEVENTEEN

Debbie Deip ’69 Appleton is a fifth grade teacher in
the North Penn School District.
George Arwady ’69. publisherand editor of the
Muskegon (Mich.) Chronicle, spoke at the Holland
Rotary Club in August on the topic "The New Muskegon".

Fund Raisers. Inc., and

headquarters of the U.S. Railroad Retirement Board.

to Parker, Colo.

Candacehas spent the last nine years working with the
U.S. Small Business Administration.
Dorothy Spencer ’69 is the medical librarian at Kern

Mark David Zielke ’75

employment servicecalled Employer Services in
Corbin, Ky. Patricia handles office temporaries and will
be including medical and industralplacements in the
near future.

70’s
Students who felt blessed by the help and counsel of
former Hope Chaplain. William Hillegonds ’49 have
begun a scholarship fund in his honor. Alumni may
contributeto this fund by sending gifts to the Hillegonds
Scholarship Fund. If you wish additionalinformation
on this fund, please contact Harold Ritsemain the

DevelopmentOffice.

Margo Merchant

'75

Wright has moved from Chicago
is

an

accountant for B.C.I.S.D.

and financecoordinatorfor Hilltop

Inc.

,

in

St.

Joseph,

Mich. Mark just pu/chased a new home.
Cindy Clair '76 is the production manager at Inwords,
a marketing communicationsagency in Grand Rapids.
Mich. Cindy also is a contributingwriter for Grand
Rapids Magazine.
David Gerber ’76 is the comprehensivecare coordinator/pastoral
counselor for the Johnnie Ruth Clarke

Herbert Thomas ’70

is the assistant

directorin the

department of orthopedics at Denver (Colo.) General
Hospital and assistant professor in the department of
orthopedic surgery at the University of Colorado.
Daniel Vogel ’70

is

the director of

marketing for Alless

Research Corporation in Encinitus, Calif.

Greg Caskey ’77 is a technicalproduct specialist with
LeCroy, an electronicsmanufacturer in Spring Valley,
N.Y.
George George ’77 has just relumed from two years of
study in Greece and is now doing art in Florida.
Gary Hasek ’77 is pursuing a master of divinity degree
at Garrett Evangelical Theological Seminary in

Children’s Hospital of Boston.

Karen Waldman ’78 Koning teaches fourth grade at
the Christian School in Redlands, Calif.
(Mich.) Congregational United Church of Christ.
Bradley Lambrix ’78 has establisheda law practicein
John Faas ’73 is the executive directorof General
Hart, Mich.
ElectricEvandaleFitnessCenter, a branch of the
Kathryn Mason ’78 is an accompanist on the faculty
Cincinnati (Ohio) YMCA.
Robert Harridge ’73 is the administratorfor traffic data of the music department at the University of Arkansas
support for GTE’s midwestem telephone operations in at Little Rock.
Lorie Shier ’78 is a co-pastorat Church of the Saviour
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Tom Jeltes ’73 is the vice principalat Sparta (Mich.) in Coopersville, Mich.
Dewey Thompson ’78 is a co-pastor at Ottawa
Middle School.
Esther Luttikhuizen’73 is a fiber artist and painter. Reformed Church in West Olive, Mich.
Paul Tiskus ’78. after spending three years in the Peace
Esther had an exhibitionat the Saginaw Art Museum
entitled: Esther Luttikhuizen: A Gathering of Projects, Corps in Malaysia, has completedhis master's degree
Barbara Van Eck

’72

is

the

is

ministerof the Galesburg

education and

1979-1985.

in

Margaret Sudekum ’73 was the obedience chairman
for the 1985 Scottish Deerhound National Specialty.
Priscilla Northrop ’74 Carinci is an educationalmedia
specialist for the Monte Vista School District in

New Mexico.

is

teaching on a Navajo Reservation in

Brent Upchurch ’78 finishedhis residency at Johns
Hopkins School of Medicine and

is

starting his

medical

practice in Chicago,111.

master'degree in early childhood through Emporia State
University.

Suzi Kane ’82 works

MelanieMiskotten’80

consultingfirm. Suzi will be takinga year-longprogram

directors

is

the

Women

1

9 of the

Business Administration.

American

the

Southwestern Michigan Health Care Association, was
advanced to membershipstatus in the AmericanCollege
of Hospital Administrators.

Ken Fell ’74

is

the associateminister at the Woodside

United Methodist Church in Silver Spring,

Barbara Basnett’74 Inman

is a

Md.

physical education

instructorand volleyballcoach at Zeeland(Mich.)

Middle School.
Gregg Mast ’74 is the ministerfor social witness of the
Reformed Church in America.Gregg will be working
out of the New York office.
Carol Morse ’75 Argetsingeris a English teacher at
Hartnell College in Salinas,Calif.

Richard Chavez ’75

is a

dentistin Wheaton, 111.

Musco ’75 David is the service coordinator
the Commonwealthof Massachusetts.

Kristine
for

LeRoi DuShane

’75

is

the

presidentof the barbell club

and belongs to a sailingclub.

Debra Herchenroder ’75 Faas is a mortgage consultant
for Diamond Savings and Loan in West Chester. Ohio.
Dick Kamps ’75 is a surgeon in Muskegon, Mich.
Jill Morrone ’75 Lewis is vice presidentof Community

EIGHTEEN

,

Forster

employeebenefits forTowers,

in

& Crosby, an international
management

GeorgetownUniversityfor certification in employee
benefitplan administration.
Kimberly Kuiper ’82

Americancoordinatorfor

Amway

Perrin

at

Accountants for the 1985-86 year.
is

III.

Ardis Kelsey ’82 Greene is the alumni relations
coordinator at Walsh College of Accountancyand

chairman of the board of

and presidentof Chapter #

Society of

Evangelical Free Church of Chicago,

is

teaching a second and third

grade class in Downey, Calif. Kimberly

International.

also

is

working

on a master’sdegree in administrativeeducation at Cal
English department and is teaching in the international State University Long Beach.

Sonj Olsen ’80

is

co-chairman of Lanier Middle School

baccalaureate program for giftedstudents.Sonj just
completed

Keith Potts ’82

Area Coucil of Teachers of English and writes that she
is “still (sigh)single."

financialreport
analyst for the Marine Bank in Milwaukee,Wis.

Timothy Timmer ’82 is the patient accounts manager
at Muskegon (Mich.) General Hospital.
Paul Van Heest ’82, art teacher at Holland (Mich.)
Junior High School, is also a drummer and vocalistin
a Christian rock group called Emmaus Road.
Harold Vogelaar ’82 is a Gulf Liaison for the Middle

H-Club Honorees
The following alumni were honoredat H-Club
during the Homecoming weekend as past recipients
of the Dr. Otto VanderVeldeAthleticAward. This
award is given for high attainment in athletics,

East

scholarship,and active participation
in otherstudent

Evangelical Church of Bahrain.

Howard Dalman ’32
James Wiegerink ’33
James Nettinga '34

Evan Boote ’83
at

doctoral degree in

a

the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Nancy

Brumm

department

’83 Boote is working in the textbook

the

at

UniversityBookstore in Madison, Wis.

Scott Broekstra ’83

Paul Boyink '39
Willard DeGroot '39
Kenneth Honholt, '40
Robert Montgomery '41
WilliamTappan, Jr. '42
Harvey Koop '43
Cecil Hendrix '44

Company in

is a

geologistfor the TennecoOil

Lafayette, La.

Dea DeWolff ’83

workingon

is

a

doctoral degree in

developmental psychology and will present a paper
based on her thesis research at the annual meeting of
Gerontological Society of America in November.
Dea is also editorial associatefor the journal Child
Development.
the

Roben Van Dis '47
Russell De Vette '47
Donald Mulder '48

Laura Alderton
first

John Tirrell '49
Nicholas Yonker '50
Eugene Campbell '51

Eding is teachingkindergartenand

’83

grade at the CrystalCathedral Academy in Garden

Grove, Calif.
Scott Eding ’83

is

doing a year internshipin clinical

pastoraleducation at the Crystal Cathedral in Garden

John Van Der Velde '52
Frederick Yonkman '52
Carl Van Farowe '53
Robert Visser '54
Robert Hendrickson'55

'56

workingon

is

medical physics,doing researchin diagnosticultrasound

Gerald Bonnette '35
Ekdal Buys '37
Donald Thomas '38

Grove, Calif.
Deborah Eggebeen ’83 Halvorsenis teachingEnglish
at Ferris Girls’School in Yokahoma, Japan.
Melody Holm ’83 is workingfor the Departmentof
Defenseas a civilian teaching English in Subic Bay.

Lynn Post '56

Adams

Council of Churches in Bahrain and servesas pastor

of the English Language Congregation of the National

activities.

John

applicationsanalyst at A.M. Best

an

is

Company in Oldwick,N.J.
Mary Brinks ’82 Remynse is the

term on the executive board of the Houston

a

Phillippines.

<

John De Vries '57
Merwyn Vander Lind '58
Larry Ter Molen ’59
Warren Vander Hill '60

Mark Johnson ’83

is

the tennis pro

at

the

Niles (Mich.)

Racket Club.

Mark Laman ’83 is a producer for a video production
house in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Janet Mielke ’84 Pinkham is attendinggraduate school
in public relation issue management and intercultural
Ann Price ’80 Schutt is the marketing manager for
Info-Tronicsystems, a computer software development
communicationat Purdue University.Janet is also a
teaching assistant for communication.
and support company and on the Holland (Mich.)
Stephen Pinkham ’83 is attending graduate school in
Chamber of Commerce.
Bill Terkeurst ’80 is in the customer trainingdivision German literature at Purdue University.Stephen is also
a teaching assistant for German.
of Electronic Data Systems,the computer firm which
KathleenReeder ’83 is a biology teacherat Amphitherecentlyallied with General Motors.
ater High School in Tucson, Ariz.
Gary Van Dyke ’80 has taught science and math at
Danbury,Texas and Park City, Utah. He has coached Merriam Crooks ’83 Rink works for IDS/American
football,bsketball,volleyballand tennis.Last summer Express in Southgate, Mich.
he taughtwind surfingin Grand Haven, Mich. Gary is
Michael Schmuker ’83 is on the facultyof the
mathematics department of Bloomsburg (Pa.) Univernow in Californiabetweenjobs.
Gerald Welch ’80 is an army captain and psychiatrist sity. Michael is also completing a masters of arts in
music at Indiana State Uhiversity.
at Walter Reed Army MedicalCenter in Washington,

DC.

Mary Zeerip ’80 is home from Shanghai after spending
in Muskegon, Mich.
'1 1 months as an English instructor
at the Foreign
Gregory Van Heest '78 is an attorney with Carlsen,
LanguagesInstitute. Mary is looking for a teachingjob
Greiner and Law in Edina, Minn.
in the Washington,D.C. area.
Colleen Cochran ’79 Hunt enjoyed the summer break
Kathy Brown ’81 is the associatepastor at Central
from teaching. She spent a week touring her roots in
United Methodist Church in Traverse City, Mich.
New York and is now teaching middle school math in John DeVries ’81 is a senior account executive for
Belleair,Fla.
N.F.O. Research in Chicago,111.
Margaret Lorince ’79 is the assistant controllerof
Pamela Easton ’81 DeWitt is a staff associateat the
Plywood Minnesotaof Illinois, a retail home improve- Duneswood Counseling Services in Grand Haven , Mich
ment chain based in Chicago.
Perry Greene ’81 is doing an orthopedic surgery
Donald Penzien '79 is a clinical psychologyintern
residency at William Beaumont Hospitalin Royal Oak,
specializingin behavioral medicine at Brown University
Mich.
in Providence, R.l.
Steven Hinkamp ’81 is a management engineer for
Suzanne Watterson ’78 Penzien is a therapistin a
ProfessionalHealth Care Management Services, Inc.,
schizophrenia treatment outcome study at Brown
in Portsmouth, Va. Steven spends most of his time at
Maryview Hospital in Portsmouth.
University VA Medical Center in Providence, R.L, and
William Ingham ’81 is doing a radiologyresidency at
is also in private practiceat Blackstone Valley
Psychological Institute.
Indiana University MedicalCenter in Indianapolis.
Jane Visser '79 VanderVelde is the undergraduate
Judith Kramer ’81 Klingeris a socialworker at
advisor for the University of Illinois College of
Swedish Covenant Hospital in Chicago,111.
Education.
Kevin Kraay ’81 is a senior accountant for Hope
John Voorhorst ’79 works for the internationaltrade
College.

the directorof Christian

’81 is the associatepastor of Faith

Joel Walters ’81 is the associatepastor of the First

Marcia Vanden Berg '78

is

),

Clinic.

H. David Claus ’74, vice presidentof operationsfor the

at

Twomey

.

Kris DePree ’80 is a member of the Holland (Mich.)
Chamber of Commerce.
Cindy Fowler '80 Leu is a para-professionalin a small
classroom. Cindy works at Rainbows United, a
preschool for handicapped children in Wichita, Kan.
She hopes to start working on a teaching certificate and

Colorado.

education and youth

and his wife arc team

Reformed Church in Traverse City, Mich.
Mary Van Allsburg’81 VandeWege is seeking
employment at the University of MichiganOutpatient

teaching English and coaching

Samuel Noordhoff’80

Joseph Kearns ’71 is a high school teacher in
Queensland,Australia.He was appointed to the Board Evanston, 111.
Rachel Hesselink’77 is an evaluator with the U.S.
of SecondarySchool Studies as agent for Mackay
General AccountingOffice in Washington,D.C.
Schools for review of school based assessment. Joseph
Gary Kirchner ’77 is the coordinator of medical
will be visiting the U.S. during the Christmas holiday.
televisionat South Illinois University’sSchool of
Bill O’Connor ’71 is the managerof Advanced Home
Medicine.
Care of Western New York, which specializesin
Rod Luhn ’77 is on the technicalstaff at Bell
administrationof IV antibiotics, chemotherapyand
Laboratories in Holmdel, N.J.
parenteralnutritionin the home.
Edward Schmidt ’77 represented Hope College at the
Roger Ten Clay ’71 is an electronicsengineer for
inauguration of the new president of Michigan State
Sandia ResearchLaboratories in Albuquerque,N.M.
Thomas DeCair ’72 is the associateadministratorfor University.
Robin Mulder ’77 Vidoni lives at Ramstein Air Force
externalaffairs for the National Aeronautics and Space
Base in Germany with her husband and two children.
Administration.Thomas' new positionis a policylevel
Kim Zimmer ’77 Weary joined the cast of Guiding
positionthat involves contacts with the media-,other
governmentagencies and industry,as well as advising Light in November 1983, originatingthe role of colorful
Reva Shayne Lewis. Kim received a 1984-85 Emmy
NASA's administrator.
Award for Outstanding Lead Actress in a Daytime
Craig Scbrotenboer’72 is the manager of Herman
Drama.
Miller, Inc.'sZeeland, Mich, manufacturing plant.
Brian Bradley’78 is doing a residency in pediatrics at
Barbara Tommola ’72 is in the Navy and has just
completed the basic aviationstructural mechanic course.

Bert

the Taiwan operation of

Women.

’70 is a partner of Cunningham,

TenHave-Chapman’81

ministersat the First Church of Lombard (111
United Church of Christ.

Wholistic Health Center in St. Petersburg, Fla.

and on the chamber of commerce.

Andrew Mulder

Garrett
associate

Sarah Henseler '76 is the ministerof the Reformed
Church of Cortlandtownin Montrose,N.Y.
Kate Solms ’76 Kaufman is a copywriter for Aves
Advertising in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jeffrey Maatman ’76 is a CPA with the firm of Kregcl,
Raterink,Kingma and Company in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Rick Smith ’76 is the directorof product distribution
and service forHennan Miller.Inc., in Zeeland, Mich.

Mulder, & Breese, is the Holland (Mich.) city attorney

Calif.

Commercein

footballat Petoskey, Mich.

Linda Richards ’76 VanDerWeeleis a lay pastor for
the Second ReformedChurch of Howes Cave, N, Y.; a
pastor's wife to the ReformedChurches of Lawyersville
and Sharon, N.Y. and is secretaryof spiritual life for
the Schoharie ClassicalUnion of Reformed Church

Chuck Lieder ’70 is the technicalmanager for
operations services for Shell Oil Company in Carson,

divisionof the Indiana Departmentof

Sandra Balducci’75 Miller, advancedmarketing
coordinator for Mutual Trust Life Insurance Company
80’s
in Oak Brook. 111., has been awarded the professional
insurance designation.Fellow, Life Management
David Brines ’80
Institute.

Patricia Holcombe ’69 Wills owns a temporary

also working on a doctorate

Indianapolis.

Candace Marr '69 is the assistant to the national equal
employment opportunity officer in the Chicago(111.)

Medical Center in Bakersfield.Calif.

is

degree in education.

Craig Sinclair’83

Laketon Bethel ReformedChurch

.

is

a

lieutenantin the Marine Corps.

Craig is assigned to the Marine Reconaissance Battallion
at

Camp

Pendleton, Calif.

-

Janet Swim ’83 Davidson is an instructor
at

in

psychology

Carleton College in Northfield,Minn.

Jody Tallmadge ’83

is

working on a masters degree in

music at Northern Illinois University in DeKalb.

John VanderToll ’83 is attending the University of
LouisvilleLaw School.
Paul Voorhorst ’83 works for Sterling-Winthrop'
Research Company in Rensselaer, N.Y.
Joy Surber ’83 Walczak is a special education teacher
in the Thomapple-KelloggPublic Schools in
Middleville, Mich. Joy is also workingon a master’s
degree in specialeducation at Western Michigan
University.

Kathie Atkinson ’84

will

be teaching English as a

second language in the Hubei Province of China for two
years.

Martin Balk ’84

is

trading stocks for the investment

brokerage firm of K.A. Knapp

& Company of Grand

Rapids, Mich.

John Brender ’84

will

continue teaching at a private

high school in Saitama, Japan until April, 1985.
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Scott Curley ’84 works
is a

at

Holland Litho Service,Inc.

,

Young Life Christianyouth organizationleader and
with the Christianrock group called

bass guitar-vocalist

Emmaus Road.
John Grooters ’84, media directorfor the Reformed
Church Synod, is also rythmn guitar-vocalist
with the
Christianrock group called Emmaus Road.
Brian Jett ’84 is a second year medical student at the
Universidad Autonoma dc Guadalajara hi Mexico.
Janice Gale ’84 Jett is teaching 3rd grade in the

American School of Guadalajara in Mexico.
Linda Percy ’84 Johnson is an accountant at Whirlpool
Corporation.
Eric Kistler'84

is a

teacher

and coach in the Penn-Har-

ris-Madison School Corpoation
Rick Mason ’84

is

i

Mishawaka, Ind.

attendingChicago

(III .) Osteopathic

Michael Schmuker '83, masterof science,mathemaState University,May, 1985
Yvonne Stadt '63, master of science,elementary
education, Purdue University,May, 1985
Marcia Vanden Berg '78, masters degree, religious
education. WesternTheological Seminary, May. 1985
John Voorhorst '79, master of arts, Asian studies.
The University of Michigan.August,1985
Paul Voorhorst '83. master of science, biostatistics,
WesternMichiganUniversity,April, 1985
John Wolff ’74, doctor of philosophy, biological
science, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
May,
tics, Indiana

1985

marriages

Robert VanWieren '84 and Janet Sterk ’84, June 8,
1985, Holland, Mich.
Paul Voorhorst '83 and Karalyn Dahms, Aug. 24,
1985, Rensselaer, N.Y.
ThomasWalczakand JoySurber'83, Aug. 17, 1985,
Holland, Mich.
WilliamWebb '80 and Suzanne VanDenBrink '81,
Aug. 10, 1985, Kalamazoo,Mich.
Rod Westerhof and Laurie Schoonmaker ‘80. May
26, 1984, Holland. Mich.
Jeffrey Wing '84 and Louise Mackus,May 25, 1985,
Grandville. Mich.
Steven Wissink’SOandKaye Reed, Aug. 10, 1985,
Three Oaks, Mich.
Michael Woldring and Linda Bisel ’85, Aug. 3, 1985,
Holland, Mich.
Mark David Zielkc ’75 and Janet Lee Globensky,
June 18, -1983, St. Joseph, Mich.

Medical School.

Tracey Davin ’84 Myers

is

an assistant

counsel to the

Lifeway Adolescent Drug and Alcohol Abuse Program
Pekin (III.)Memorial Hospital.
Bob Pranga ’84 appeared in Cindy Allen,a
at

modem-day

version of the Cinderella story that was seen on
in

September.

Michael Spitters’84
at

ABC

is

attendingBrite DivinitySchool

Texas ChristianUniversity.Michael had

a

great

year

Philip Baker and Robin Prins '81, June 21, 1985,
Holland, Mich.
Robert Benishek'84 and Mary De Jonge '84, Aug.
10, 1985, Holland, Mich.
Albert Bradfield and KristineBames '85, July 20,
1985, Holland, Mich.
Douglas Braschler '82 and Beth Van Den Beldt,Aug.
24, 1985, Vriesland, Mich.
Kurt Brinks '83 and Dawn DeWitt '84, June 22, 1985,
Holland, Mich.
William Bryson '84 and Michelle Northuis '85, June
28, 1985, Holland, Mich.
Scott Broekstra '83 and Karen Heffner ’85, Aug. 3,
1985, Cascade, Mich.
Joseph Budge and Joyce Drolen '72, June 22, 1985,

in

Taiwan and is

Allison Park, Penn., of a massive heart attack.
She was a retired sixth grade school teacher.
She

is

survived by five children

,

Remain III, William ,

Stephen, Mary Margaret Streeter, Sally Talino;sisters,
Evelyn Beach. Dorothy Bell’38;a brother,William;
grandchildren and great grandchildren.
George

Kamps ’53diedon

July

3,

1985,

in

Baldwin.

Mich., from drowning.

He had a M.B.A. from The University of Michigan
and spent three years in the U.S. Army Air Force.

He

had worked for MichiganBell TelephoneCompany,
Western Electric and

at

the time of his

manager of service costs for

death was division

AT&T. He

had been active

throughout his life in the Christian Reformed Church.

Mr. Kamps is survived by his wife, Joyce Brunsell
1 Kamps; three daughters. Laurel Ratering, Brenda
and Lisa; and one son, Mark.
Mary Pieters ’25 Keohane died on Sept. 11, 1985, in
’5

Duluth, Minn., of injuries received in an automobile

births

accident.

She also had

Stephen’76 and Barbara Herbek ’76 Braggers,
Christopher Stephen, bom Dec. 26, 1984, adopted Jan.
18, 1985, Huntington Station,N.Y.
Tony and Priscilla Northrop ’74 Carinci , Christopher

Peter,Sept. 1, 1985,
Edward ’75 and Cheryl Chavez, Andrew Lawrence,
now youth pastoring in a local church.
May 17, 1984, Wheaton, 111.
Robin Tavernier’84 is working in the corporate
Jon ’81 and Donna Cope, Chelsea Danae, June 28,
marketing/communications
divisionof the Associates
1985, Orange City, Iowa
Commerical Corporation in Chicago, 111.
Mike and Mary Flanagan ’79 Danielson, Amanda
Bryon Vande Wege ’84 is a second year medical student Kalamazoo, Mich.
Joy, May 25, 1985, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Randall Clark '79 and Kim Alexander, May 18, 1985,
at The University of MichiganMedical School.
John ’81 and Karen Weist ’82 DeVries, Christiane
Grosse He, Mich.
David Van Dyke ’84 is a development officer at Hope
Elizabeth,Dec. 13, 1984, Carrollton,Texas
Robert Delaney ’78 and Bethany Wicker, Aug. 3,
Gerry ’76 and Pam Frazier, Tricia Michelle, May 20,
College for The Campaign for Hope.
1985, Bensalem,Pa.
Jaci VanHeest ’84 is doing graduate work in exercise 1985, East Lansing, Mich.
Richard Demberger '84 and Rebecca Reid '84, May
Timothy ’73 and Mrs. Fritz, AllisonClaire, Sept. 21 ,
physiology with emphasisin health promotion/cardiac
25, 1985, Holland, Mich.
1985, Grand Rapids, Mich.
rehabilitation at Michigan State University.
Kurt DeVette ’83 and Mary Aufderheide’78, June
Mr. and PatriciaGabbey ’66 Gensel, Catharine
Anne Bakker ’85 is the directorof housing at
15, 1985, Holland, Mich.
Louisa, Aug. 12, 1985, Durham, N.C.
Kalamazoo (Mich.) College. Anne, Cayris Burd ’85
TimothyDieffenbach ’84 and Alison Zeerip ’85, May
Max and Barbara Basnett ’74 Inman, Lindsey
and Kathy Kaehler ’85 have been selectedto appear
25, 1985, Fremont,Mich.
Johanna, Aug. 10, 1985, Holland, Mich.
Terry
Eidson
and
Robin
Pfeiffer
’84,
June
15,
1985,
on the nationallysyndicatedtelevision program "Putting
Bob ’74 and MaryBeth Allen ’79 Lamer, Elizabeth
Grand Haven, Mich.
Mary, Feb. 21, 1985, Zeeland, Mich.
On the Hits” with their impersonation of the Pointer
Darryl Elzinga ’83 and Sharon Bredeweg, June 29,
Richard ’77 and Pamela McLouth , ChristopherJohn ,
Sisters. After winning an auditioncompetition in Grand
1985, Holland, Mich.
May 7, 1985, Whitehall, Mich.
Rapids, Mich., they were flown to-theWest Coast in
Jonathar; Fowler '84 and Linda Van Voorhis ’85, June
Gary ’78 and Debra Cleason ’78 Oegema, Jonathan
July for taping for the fall editionof the show.
8, 1985, Pluckemin, N.J.
Donald,Sept. 4, 1985, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Karen Heffner’85 Broekstrais a specialeducation
Thomas Gartner ’72 and Sarah Myhre ’73 Barber,
Herbert and Phyllis DeVries ’72 Peake, JenniferKay,
teacherin the Johny Scott Center in the JuniorHigh in
Aug. 3, 1985, Rockford, 111.
Aug. 20, 1985, Houston, Texas
Gary Goodman and Deborah Haefner’85, Aug. 10,
the Lafayette (La.) School- System.
Charles and Jennifer Yeomans 'll Reece, David
1985, Paw Paw, Mich.
Stephen Carlson ’85 is an actuarial assistant for
Yeomans, May 30, 1985, Greer, S.C.
Gary Graeff ’83 and Cheryl Anderson, July 13, 1985,
Juan and Diane Hartje ’75 Rivas, Justin Ryan, June
Watkins-RossActuarialand Consulting Firm.
Muskegon, Mich.
4, 1985, Olympia, Wash.
Lisa Christ ’85 is teaching second grade in the
Daniel Green ’84 and Cheryl Dykstra ’84, July 13,
Jack and Suzette Luckhardt'19 Schwab, Cassidy
Saugatuck (Mich.) Public Schools.
1985, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Suzette, Oct. 8, 1984, Onsted, Mich.
Geneva Graham ’85 is attending George Washington
Matthew Greenman and Barbara Coon ’83, June 15,
Doug ’73 and Mickey Scott, Charles Byron, May 28,
University in international
business.
1985, Jackson, Mich.
1985, St. Paul, Minn.
Martin Lutzeier ’85 is a field representativefor the
John Griffin’83 and Linda Wang ’83, June 22, 1985,
Richard and Kimberly VanDuyne ’79 Skaff,
WashingtonNational Insurance Company in their San Holland, Mich.
Elizabeth Mac Arthur, June 14, 1985, Flint, Mich.
Inge Halvorsen and Deborah Eggebeen '83, Aug. 17,
Francisco group office.
Albert ’82 and Linda Flanagan ’82 Smith, Albert
1985, Baltimore, Mo.
James, March 20, 1985, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kevin McCollough ’85 is a physics lab technician at
Bmce Hannon and Janet Stephan ’76, July 20, 1985,
Rick '16 and Susan Boers ’76 Smith, Hilary Anne,
Hope College.
June 25, 1985, Bedford, Texas
Moyra Miller ’85 works at RehabilitationInstitute in Knoxville, Tenn.
Robert Hartt ’84 and Roberta Rietberg ’83, Aug. 10,
Frederick and Jill Lowman ’78 Steiner,Carol Beth,
Chicago, 111.
1985, Holland, Mich.
July 27, 1985, Rochester, Mich.
Bill Parsons ’85 was honoredby the West Michigan
Ricardo Hernandez and Connie Wehner ’80, June 8,
Rob ’81 and Cheryl Norman ’81 Steams, Sarah Lynn,
Actuaries Club as the winner of two $150 prizes.Bill
1985, Holland, Mich.
June 26, 1985, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Gary Hutchins ’80 and Karen Funk, July 13, 1985,
won these prizes for being the person from West
Roger ’71 and Sherry Vander Meer ’73 Ten Clay,
Michigan to score the highest on the generalmathematics South Bend, Ind.
MichaelAllen, Oct. 30, 1985, Albuquerque,N.M.
Brian
Jett
’84
and
Janice
Gale
’84,
June
22,
1985,
Demi ’71 and Holly Gow ’70 Thoman, Julie
and probabilityand statistics parts of the national
Hart, Mich.
Catherine, July 23, 1985, Ramsey, N.J.
qualifyingexamination of the Society of Actuaries.He
Mark Johnson ’83 and Linda Percy ’84, July 6, 1985,
John and Lori Wolf ’80 VanArendonk,Rachel Anne,
is workingfor Provident Life and Accident Insurance
St. Joseph, Mich.
June 25, 1985, Grosse Point, Mich.
Company of Chattanooga, Tenn.
Ron Koning and Karen Waldman ’78, July 28, 984,
Jeffreyand Linda Richards '16 VanDerWeele,
Mark Snyder ’85 works at HovingaBusiness Systems
Redlands, Calif.
Priscilla Ruth, July 13, 1985, Cobleskill,N.Y.
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Bradley Kuipers ’84 and Elizabeth Smallegan'85,
David ’78 and Jane Visser VanderVelde’79, Claire
Denise Vandersteeg'85 is a first grade teacher at
June 29, 1985, Zeeland, Mich.
Elizabeth,August 12, 1985, Urbana, 111.
Mark Lange '76 and Karla Johnson, July 20, 1985,
Brookline Elementary School in Houston, Texas.
Richard and ConstanceDykstra 'll VanSwol, Sara
Elisabeth,April 8, 1985, Chicago,111.
Robin Wiegerink ’85 is a field representativefor the Muskegon, Mich.
Richard Moritz ’76 and Margaret Bell, Aug. 17,
Gary and Margo Merchant ’75 Wright, Jonathan
WashingtonNational Insurance Company. Robin is
1985, Kalamazoo,Mich.
Andrew, Aug. 30, 1985, Denver, Colo.
assigned to their Houston group office.
Zissimos Mourelatos and Jan Stems '82, June 15,
Mark ’75 and Janet Zielke,Mark David Jr. , Mar. 22,
Cathy Work ’85 was voted academicall-American.
1985, Detroit,Mich.
1984, St. Joseph, Mich.
Cathy is on the first team in the at-large academic
Gregory Olgers ’87 and Kathleen Hogenboom ’85,
all-America category.
Aug. 3, 1985, Minneapolis, Minn.
Stephen Pinkham ’83 and Janet Mielke ’84, Dec. 29,
1984, Plymouth,Mich.
Jeffry Pool ’81 and Lisa Fisher ’82, July 5, 1985,
Wyckoff, N.J.
Keith Potts ’82 and Karen Dillon, Sept. 7, 1985,
Word has been received of the death of Marilyn
Watchung, N.J.
Blaisdell 'll Blanding on July 16, 1985, of cancer.
John Ruggio and Patience Hill ’81, July 27, 1985,
Richard Bcnnink '65, doctor of ministry,Lutheran
working with the PresbyterianChurch

in

of

master's degree from the University

a

Californiain Berkeley. She taughtfor many years in

Michigan and Illinois public schoolsand was co-author
of two high school texts in American governmentand
civic affairs . She

was on the faculty of Shimer College

Mount Carroll,111., where she taught socialscience
and education. In 1974 she moved to Californiawhere
in

she

was active

the

in

League of

Women

Voters,Sierra

Club and Audubon Society.
Mrs. Keohane is survived by two sons, John and
Robert; two sisters, four grandchildren and several
cousins.
Paul Nettinga’30 died on Sept. 6, 1985, in Hadlock,

Wash.
He taught at Berea (Ky.) College. Most of his life
was spent in the music profession,in radio, as church
soloist at

Fourth PresbyterianChurch

Chicago and as

in

directorof music at Park Ridge (111.)Presbyterian

Church until his retirement.
Mr. Nettinga is survived by

his

wife, Helen; a

daughter,Carol Saynor; two sons, Paul
a

sister,Cornelia Neevel ’27;

Jr.

and Robert;

brother,James '34 and

a

two grandchildren.
Alvin Ter Vree ’26diedonAug.

31,

1985,

ih

Holland,

Mich., following an extended illness.

He was a cabinet maker for Sligh Lowry Furniture
Company for more than 25 years, retiring in 1967.
Mr. Ter Vree

is

survivedby his wife. Flora; two sons,

Alvin Jr. and Milton; three granddaughters; a brother,
a

brother-in-lawand severalnieces, nephews and

cousins.

Marinue Veele, prep school died on Aug. 22, 1985,
in

Holland, Mich., of an apparent heart attack.

He was in management for severalyears for the
KrogerCompany and then owned and operated Veele’s
Food Market for many years.
Mr. Veele is survived by his wife, Gertrude; two
daughters, Ruth Kauffman and Mary Veele; a daughterin-law, Dolores Kleinheksel;a sister,Jennie Veurink; a
sister-in-law,
Lena Veele; grandchildren,great
grandchildren,nieces,nephews and cousins.
Theodore Yntema ’21 died on Sept. 18, 1985, in
Detroit,Mich.
He had a master’s degree from the University of
Illinois, a

masters degree and a doctor of philosophy

from the Universityof Chicago and aC.P. A. from the
University of Illinois.
He was an economic consultant for Ford Motor

Company from 1947-49, avicepresidentfrom 1949-61,

1

deaths

advanced degrees

Hartford, Mich.
School of Theology,May, 1985
Kurt Stork '83 and Beth Faulstich’85, June 22, 1985,
Evan Boole '83, masterof science,medical physics.
University of Wisconsin-Madison,
May, 1985
Somerville, N.J.
Garrett TenHave ’81 and Laurie Chapman, July 7,
John Elliott '65, doctor of ministry. New York
1985, Chicago. 111.
Theological Seminary,May, 1985
Timothy Timmer ’82 and Carolyn Stahl, May 1,
Perry Greene '81, doctor of medicine, Wayne State
1985, Muskegon, Mich.
Medical School, June, 1985
Nathan Tuttle and Brenda Suchecki’82, Aug. 17,
Mary Groenewoud '66 Hale, bachelor of science,
1985, Eastport, N.Y.
library science. University of North Dakota,1984
Bruce VanderKooy and Patricia Johnson ’83, July 20,
Melody Holm '83, master of arts, English,Michigan
1985, Grand Haven, Mich.
State University,June, 1985
Bryon VandeWege ’80 and Mary Van Allsburg '81,
Judith Kramer '81 Klinger, master of socialwork.
July 26, 1985, Ann Arbor, Mich.
University of Illinois at Chicago, June, 1985 Gary
Fred Van Dyke '82 and Carol Pyle '84, May 31,
Looman '60, doctor of ministry,Eastern Baptist
1985, Holland, Mich.
Seminary, May, 1985
Gregop' Van Heest '78 and Ann Christanson,July 5.
Ron Moolenaar '81, doctorof medicine, Wayne State
1985, Minneapolis, Minn.
Medical School, June, 1985
Kevin Van Oordt '84 and Julie Japinga '85, July 25,
Suzanne Wattersen '78 Penzien, doctor of philosophy,
1985, Holland, Mich.
counseling, Ohio University,August,1985
1
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She is survived by her husband, Thomas.

Word has been received of the death of Charles
Brower ’25.
Word has been receivedof the death of Ruth Wright
’58 DeWitt in Cincinnati,Ohio.
She was a fourth grade teacher in the Talawanda

vice-president-chairman
of the financecommittee and a

member of the board of directorsfrom 1950 until his
retirementin 1965. He also played a leading role in
establishingthe Ford MotorCredit Company, a finance
and insurance subsidiary,serving as its first chairman.
During his retirement,he was

a

visiting professorat

the

Universityof Chicago, Carnegie Institute of Technology
and Oakland University.

Mr. Yntema

is

survived by his wife, Christa

Gievers-Yntema; four children;ten grandchildren and

two

great-

grandchildren.

sympathy

to

Irwin ’52 and Barbara Lowing ’62 Brink in the
death of Barbara's mother Mrs. Lowing.
Sue Mooy ’64

. Trudy Dame

in

’39

the

death of her mother Evah Mooy

Schrier

in

the

Nelson Schrier.

Roger Voskuyl '32

in the

death of his wife Trudi.

School District. Prior to that she had taught school in

Michiganand Iowa. She

also

from the State University of

held a master's degree

New York.

Mrs. DeWitt is survived by her husband, Lawrence
’56;

a

daughter, Susan; two sons, David and Jonathan;

her parents, two sisters and her grand-parents.

Word has been receivedof the death of Amy Boone ’25
Heron in June. 1985.
Word has been received of the death of Robert

Houtman ’50 on May
Margaret Beach

’31

.

death of herhusband

25, 1985.
Hewlett, died on Aug. 13, 1985,
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Pulling freshman style

Mom

Dear

& Dad, You’ll Never Guess What I’m Doing!

by Brian Breen

you the authenticity.Trees don’t take rope.
1 popped a blister on my left hand and
bruised my ribs a little,but I’m fine. I’d
better pad up good tomorrow or I may hurt
myself before the Pull. I hope I am one of
the 18 pullers and not an alternate.
Well gotta go. Talk to you later.

“Are you a freshman? Are you going out
for the Pull. You know, the Pull. Think you
can take the Pull work-outs? Think you can
beat the sophomores? Nah, I don't think you
can. Those guys are tough. Oh, you mean
you want me to explain the Pull. Okay, the
Pull is... um... well... let’s see... once
there... Oh, never mind, the Pull is THE

Sept. 27, 1985

Today is the big day. I woke up this
morning and put on my white painter pants
(it’s traditionalfor odd-year pullers to wear
white pants for the Pull) and my new maroon

PULL.
Approaching a freshman about Hope’s
traditionalevent is like tellinga native
African about what snow is like. In many
ways, it’s indescribable. It’s comraderie,
mental toughness,dedication, strength,
teamwork, endurance and speed in a three
hour tug-of-war battle that pits the freshmen
against the sophomores. It’s unique.
Arriving as a freshman, the Pull is most
likely an event the new student hasn’t ever
participatedin or seen before. Once a puller,
the event becomes mind-consuming, timedemanding, friend-finding, and traditionbinding.

Only
like

freshman puller can know what
to try something this new.
a

it’s

’89 Pull shirt.
All the pullers on

Hand-over-hand: After announcing that the sophomores had lost by eight feet in two-and-ahalf hours, Brian found the rope was much easier to take after the sophs let go. Mordle
girl Gail Curley watches the rope go by.
During the first few days of school I saw boiled down to today. They would be
many posters for the ’89 Pull Rally. I talked
watching us closer than ever to see who really
to some upperclassmenand they said it would wanted to be a puller. I really wanted to be
a lot

of fun. That is, the Pull Rally

would

one.

As I pulled I could only think of one thing
making the team. Half-way through
The rally was really fun. A lot of freshmen practice I began to worry. I could hear the
Sept. 5, 1985
filled Winants Auditorium. The atmosphere coaches talking to the other guys, telling
Everything here at Hope has been going
them what was right or wrong about their
was hot and humid as the ’87 Pull team
well. I like my classes and new friends.Just
technique. A few talked to me but not very
yesterday, the College Relations office asked showed us a slide show, accompanied by
many. I could only wonder, “Am I so bad
me if I wanted to write a story on the Pull. rock music, about last year’s Pull. It was
they think there was no hope for me?” or
very exciting. An ’87 puller named Petey
I told them that I’d like to and was even
“Have they already picked me to be on the
(Kraig Peterson) told us he would be one of
thinking of trying out for it. They said
team and are concerned with the other spots
our coaches and that practice would start on
’great,’so here it goes. I think I’ll use my
to fill?” I prayed it was the latter.
Monday. Then he said the rally was over and
letters to you.
When we were through with practice,the
that the sophomores had a surprise for us
I’m writing to you in sopping wet clothes.
coaches announced the team instead of
Don’t worry, I haven’t been walking in the outside.
posting it later. It was rare, they said, to have
I had been warned beforehandthat it was
rain without a jacket but instead ran back
to cut so many guys and the coaches felt that
traditionalfor the sophomores to douse the
from the Pull Rally amidst a shower of water
said something about our class. “Even if you
balloons, buckets, and hoses. I guess I should new freshmen with water after the rally. I
figured it would be a couple of water balloons are cut, you’re still a part of ’89,” said Pistol
explain.
so I wasn’t worried much. Me and a bunch (Jon Beyer).
You have probably never heard of the Pull
As the names were read off, I listened
before and truthfully,I didn’t know what it of guys ran out the front and after venturing
intently.The closer we came to the end of
10 feet were drenched from head to toe!
was all about either. I can remember visiting
the 20 names, the more my hopes dwindled.
I’m planning to go to practice on Monday
the campus back when I was in high school
and seeing ’83 Pull shirts in dorm windows to see what it is really about. It’ll probably But after 13 names or so, mine was called.
I was ecstatic! I had wanted to be a puller
and wondering what it meant. I was told it be tough but I think I can make it. Don’t
more than anythingelse.
was a giant tug-of- war between the freshmen worry about me. I’ll be fine.
After dinner I rode over to Jilly-Max’s
Talk to you both soon. Hope you’re well
and sophomores, with the juniors acting as
house (Jill Manrior) and told her I hadn’t
too.
coaches for the frosh and the seniors for the
picked a morale girl yet. She was on the
sophs. I figured it was no big deal. How
Sept. 16, 1985
phone with another coach and they agreed
wrong I was.
Pull practices are the hardest things I’ve
that a girl named Gail Curley would be best
ever gone through . W e start at 3 30 and don’t
for me.
Editor'snote: Upon learning that Brian was
get back to the dorm until 7. Since we’re the
So I called her and she said she would
a sportswriter for the Oceana Herald Journal
class of ’89, we usually do 89 sit-ups,
in Hart, Mich, and would be attendingHope
definitely be my morale girl. When I hung
pushups and jumping jacks plus a host of
in the fall, we felt he would be a good candidate
up, my doubts about being a puller disapother stretches and exercises to build our
to write a freshman perspectiveon the Pull.
peared. My hands and legs mysteriously
endurance and strength. Then we go on the
After finding that Brian was very willing to
didn’t hurt anymore.
be a writer, we found that he wanted to be a
rope.
That’s all for now. I’ll write again soon.
puller, then made the team, then proceeded to
At first when everyone said “on the rope”,
Can someone please send money?
win the Pull. What more could an editor ask
I thought it meant just pulling, but you are
be fun. But the Pull itself,that

is a

different

—

story.

:

for.

Please keep in mind, while you enjoy
reading the article, that nicknames are as
much a part of the Pull as the rope itself.
Brian' s name, for example, was Tank'd.
(Nothing to do with alcoholiccontent.)
As an explanationfor the names cited in the
article,here is some background information.
Kraig Peterson is a junior from Howell, Mich.:
Jon Beyer is a junior from Allegan, Mich.;
Ken Whitcomb is an '85 alumnus from
Hamilton, Mich.; Jill Mannorisa junior from
Grandville,Mich.; and Gail Curley is a
freshman from Wayland, Mass.
Eva Dean Folkert, Associate Editor
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of the team at the Chapel for the morning
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the rope. It’s sort of like
a

tightrope with your back while

Sept. 20, 1985
Just thought I’d write a few lines to let

using your hands.

all looked so sharp in matching
maroon shirts and white pants. The ’88 team
was sitting behind us and I kept wondering
if they were checking us out. But I was
comforted to see that Chaplain Van Heest
had a maroon sports jacket on - it kind of
made me think God was on our side.
Afterwards we went to lunch as a team.
My stomach didn’t feel right and I had a hard
time eating. Must have been nerves.'Gail
made me eat though. She knew I would need
the energy later.
I took a quick nap after lunch and read a
Bible passage. Both took as much concentration as I could muster. Right now I’m getting
my stuff together and going over to the
basement of Gilmore Hall where the team is
meeting before leaving for the Black River.
I’ll have to stop writing for now. After the
Pull, I’ll tell you the rest.

• • •

•

Well, I’ve been back from the Pull for a
few hours now , but I’ m not going to tell you
who won just yet. You’ll have to read more
about my day and find out at the end of the
letter.

We

posed for a group photo and left for
When we arrived, people
were already starting to walk down to the
banks. We lined up by pit order, with our
girls to our sides, and marched off. It felt
like going to war.
When we got to our pits (we dug them the
night before), we found that many of them
were water-soaked.It had rained, so we had
to bail them out.
Finally the Pull was ready to start. I was
standing around, waiting. One of the alternate
pullerswould be in my pit (No. 7) first and
then after 20 minutes I would go in. Tension
was in the air.
“Do you want this?,” shouted Hemo (Ken
Whitcomb), one of the alumni pullers. “Do
it and it’s yours.” It was like the epitome of
Pull philosophy.Everyone looked intense.
The 3:59 call sounded and everyone
hushed. At 4, the Pull would start. The
whistle blew and we pulled in the rope like
mad. We heaved a few times to get the slack
out and after five minutes the whistle blew
again. The judges had to tape and mark to
the river at 3 p.m.

rope

in

case the Pull had to be decided after

Many times this week doubts went through you know how it’s going.
two-and-a-halfhours with a measurement.
Today was the alumni pull and by going The whistle soon sounded;whatever rope we
my mind whether to continue trying out for
against the ’87 team we finally experienced
this Pull. My hands hurt as well as my toes.
got now was our’s.
what the Pull will be like. Up until now,
Something keeps me going mentally. SomePeople crowded the fence surrounding our
we’d been pulling against a tree.
The '87 pullers,with their experience, had
the upper hand. By the end of the day we
Twenty-eightmen sounded off for roll and
today the cuts will be made. Off to another lost seven feet. Feeling that rope go through
my hands made my stomach hurt. I could
practice and for eight guys it would be the
only think that that could be ’88 across the
last time. “Would it be me?,” I constantly
asked myself. The coaches said everything river. Working against a tree just doesn’t give
thing inside tells me

I

have to go back. This

Pull is very addicting.

The 'support felt great; ’87 shirts were
everywhere. TV cameras were covering the
action. Twenty minutes came and I jumped
in my pit as quick as possible. This would
be home for the next two hours.
pits.

continued inside on page 15
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